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This thesis proposes some new valuation, models and procedures for
global and local ore reserve estimation.
To obtain. efficient grade and tonnage estimates for global borehole
val~ations of new gold mining properties, the appropriate spatial and
dU,l,llbutional models for the mineralisation are (lbsolutely .essential,
.r
The three parameter lognormal distrloution has been practically useful
, il
for modelling the gold distributions inmost of the 'Vitwat~rsrand reefs.
However, the geological complexity of the type of t~efsbeing mined at
.~, '. ". . " ..
I)
present in the Witwatersrand basin demands" the need for more
"applicable distributional, models. The thesis places the geology of the
Witwatersrand basin inperspective aria draws some important c?n:tlusions
from the genesis ofth~\ijep,psition. Based on these geological models two
more genpal models- the Compound Lognormal and the Log-
Generalised Inverse Gaussian distributions are proposed. A detailed,
though preliminary comparative study of these two new models with the
.. three parameter lognormal model is done 'and the efficiencies of
estimates and modelling analysed, It is shown that the broad assUinption
. , !?
that gold grades follow a three parameter Iognormal law iSJlPt always the
" (/ u
ease and the Deed to test for departures" from logno:rmalitys!~ouhI be
empb,asized~\so as to ensure the use of appropriate models.
\,) ~
\~. Furthermore, due VJ th~ high cost and time (delays in drilling deep
boreholes, most gold mines 'are opened on. estimates based on small
numbers of boreholes. Tsking cpgnisance or the risk whi~h accomp~pies
-";-" \" '. . . '.' (I i
these capital intensive gold ~g investments, the"stu'Oy investigatefi the
, (,
possibility of deriving' additional informa1tiQJ1from neighbollrin,g mines
based on geological sim;~arlties to itnpwve g).9Y61 bOfe}~()leestimates.
,,;/ .;.
The thesis also introduces. a new concept of spatial structures on
y_ariances as a means of deriving additional useful information on grade
variabilities.
Using a very large number of chip samples from Hartebeestfontein mine
and accepting these .as equivalent to borehole values ~ also lKm x lKm
areas as equivalent to (mines' .. a series of borehole valuation procedures
based on the three parameter lognormal model are applied to these
'mines', Large undeveloped sections of e~xistingmines are also seen as
(i equivalent of such 'mines'. Conclusions are drawn an the relative
importance of the various items of additional Information used and the
'.1 .. .
procedures folloWed and on the significance of the adva:qtages gained.
\~ '1_')
" " Partict¥ary, it is found that severe conditional biasses can be observed not
only at the routlne micro (local) block level but also at a mine (global)
scale. Macro simple krigingwith spatial structures ~r9r~J~'l~l& ana
~My"arlaJ;;iliti~§ will eliminate these conditional biasses and reduce
e~n;)rvariances significantly.
('
i) '11° proeedures fot' the global analYB~:~sare also applied (in p,rinciple) for
'face (p;p:tel) valuations. It is further shown that unlike global valuation
the ~ustqmq,ry Sichel '1' or til estimator wil~l:totbe useful for ~outin(', faceo '. ,,, J
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The 'Witwatersrand" Ijave birth clio geostatistics mainly due to the
pioneering work of Professor D G Krige and Professor H S Siche~!and
the vast amount of data resources available in the Witwatersrand field.
The author deems it a great opportunity to' be able to consrlbute to the~, h "
developments in this relatively new field using a data base fro;m the
orlginal sourcec(the Winvatersrand Basiri) and working with the pioneers.
(\
Some of this work has a~·;jddYh.een submitted to. SlurV!M fot publication;.
i,e.
Krige D. G.~ and Assibey~Bonsu W. (1991). ~!vewde~elopme12ts in
borehole valuations of new gold mines and rtndeveZo!/ed sections oj
existing mines. '
Sichel H. S. , Kleingeld JY. J. and. Assibey"lJbnsJi" W. .(1991).
ij
'Comparative Study of three dk'~'ibutional models: 3..jJarameter,
'" .. .. ..." ) . \~ II
Compound Lognarmal and Log-generalised Inverse Gaussian
j) " distributioliS. '
()
But this, thesis pr~lsent5 a logical sequence as wen as a mel~~detafle?'


















.Depletion of mineral resources is accompanied by.toss of readily
accessible reserves resulting in increaseS in extraction costs over time.
11loug'h teclmological innovations have opposite comp~nsating effects,
es(~aratingmining costs, low prices of most,minerals 8lJd the increasing
trend towards the exploitation of ~ower~(adeoreb<),dieSd~~land accurate
ore reserve .estimation:' Accurate ore reserve estimat~ will help to
)] !!





When estimating recoverable ore reservr' two"different cases must be
distinguished. ~ftse are -global esti;?1/tl~s (e. g, for jnitial feasibility
'!. . C . . .. . . II
"s~ldie5) and lOl.!alblock estimates, Gl!~bal estimaticn refers to the whole
deposit or us\\~llly to tile domain citered ,by, the available data, Local
esnmation h6wever, refers to pa~("of the deposit e. g., face (panel); or
/):;:". . / 0 \l~,
"'blrJck: This' -,the-sis addiesse~ fthese twO distinctive features of o~e
e.a1ul\tio~by, PoroposU;g ~omfew ValU~Jlffi~r'd~ISand pro~du~s, "
Iii order 10provide grad~d tonnage estim~~)orbo;ehUle valuation







thrfmean gra,de . 0





(iii) /grade tonnage curves
1
Appropriate spatial and distributional models for the mineralisation are
needed for the optimal estimates ofthese important elements. The 3~
parameter lcgnormal model as suggested by F..rige(1)and its t..estimation
technique developed by Sichel(2)has been used extr.msivelyfor modelling
the underlying ore value distributions especially in the Witwatersrand
basin. Though this model has been practically useful, the application of
the model presents some difficulties. First, the estimate of the threshold
parameter (the additive constant) is very difficult when small set of
borehole values ate available. Secondly, the need for more applicable
distributional models has been felt due to the geological complexity of the




The first obJective of this study is therefore to research into the possibility
,of using more appropriate distributional models. The study considers the
Compound Lognormal (CLF»(3) and 'the Log-Generalised Inverse
Gag~si1.in (tN-GIG) Distributions proposed by Sichel (personal
,~
communication). Compared to the 3·,parameter model the new
distributions have t):Ieadvantage of possessing different shapes depending
on tbe Pearson's skewness and kurtosis coefficients (//31 and 132), 'If 1f31
=: 0 and /32 ~ 3t the new distributions converge to the 2- or 3-pal'ameter
model. 1he 3~pararneter model is therefore alimiting case orthese more
general models. Consequently, the CLD.and the LN-GIG models have
l, r-, ·f2'i,. ('
'a greater range of applicability than the 3~paramete.t_irnodeI. I:,
,
~_E~h~rmore,(due to the high, cost and time de~;ays in drilling deep
bOrel'loleS, most mmes are '~pened on estimates based on small numbers
or{6oreholes. Though deflection of 1ndividual boreholes have been very
/!
useful, one cannot count these deflections as independent observations
due to the high ..correlation. between original and deflected borehole
values. In fact, having developed an appropriate distributionalmodel for
large sampllng data- sets>when faced vtith small number\hf boreholes
from 0 new property, it is impossible t9 define precisely the type of
2
distribution the borehole values originate from. We cannot construct any
reliable histograms and cumulative frequency plots. It is within this
serious information constraint that the second objective of this thesis is
defined.
111e second objective is to investigate the possibility of deriving
information from neighbouring mines based on geological similarities to
improve estimates for obvious economic reasons. Such statistical
informati(;;n from any adjacent existing mines, will help to select
appropr~;'te distributional models. It will also help to obta~n better
estima~~/sfor statistical parameters (e. g., the threshold parameter for the
j, I
3.par(1iE1eter model), Geostatistical methods cannot be applied when only
J ,/
smalt /~ets of borehole values are under eonsideratien since it is
t
impbs~ible to construct variograms, However, where the parameters to
IV"C~
be/e~ltirt(- display spatial structures on tJ.1Je relevant scale of support,
;:",
such spatial information can also be derived from adjacent mines.
f)
~=. . »
Geostati~tical techniques have obviously brJ.;ughtsignificant improvemen(f
ip. ore valuation. However, ore valuation procedures so far deriv~
-;- ,
additional information mainly via spatial strfihures on grade levels. As
an introduction of expanding this important geostatistlcal technique, the
thesis proposes rheconcept of spatial structures for variances "., a means
"
of deriving addition~l useful: information. this concept has been
" , I)
proposed for various statistical" and geological reasons. It has ,been
observed practically that variances for global and local valuations
(especip,lly for ske'Y orebodies) are badly estimated in most cases. For
instance, it, is not uncommon that estimates may provide-minimum
estimation errors on the basis of limited available information. But these
estimates, however good>'NiHstill be poor estimates of the variability of
!/
the 'true' values unless appropriate outside information is brought in to
II \'
eliminate conditional biasses, In addition, plants designed o~\feasibility
estimates ofvariabHityto receive mill feed (even with la:rge superimposed
3,
confidence limits of the actual feed), end up in most cases undergoing
costly unforseen alterations (See also Dowd(4).
Furthermore, the geology of the Witwatersrand basin as presented by
Minter(S,6),Antrobus(7,8} and Hallbauer(9), and detailed in this thesis (See
Chapter 2) giVes rise to the following important geological expectations
(See also Krige et a1(10)):
(i) firstly, that irrspite of the differences within and between
the reefs, similarities should also be expected,
(ii) secondly, that because of these expected similarities, one
will further expect that, within a sedimentary fan system,
across adjacent fans or even from one such system to
another.similar t~vel~of gold concentrations and variations
within these concentrations could arise.
Thirdly, that conditions .within such systems probably(iii)
changed gradually in space giving rise to spatfal structures
for f~e levels and also for the grade vari~bi1itie.fi.
Due to the above geological expectations, considerable information can
be·'derived from variance§'(of the grades) from. macro-mine to micro-
panel level if 'variance' can be introdu~ed as a. spatial variable. As a
t) ,'<- __ ~_:-:;-~" -_, c
result of these geological aad $tatisti~fll reasons, sp~tial,,:~tru.(!turesnot
only for grade levels but also for grade variahilities h~ve been introduced
in this thesis as a means of .derivingmore'Information,
R9utfne valuatien of large zmdeveloped sections of existing mines for
longterm mine planning is usually based on a few borehole values and the
known grade pattern in adjacent developed andj or mined out sections.
This routine valuation presents a common problem which is in principle
the same as that of the valuation of a. new mine. Valuation procedures
as discussed above will therefore be applicable. Face (panel) valuations
4
1.2
can similarly be improved.
At all scales of valuation therefore, from the macro-mine to the micro-
panel level, proper valuation procedures and the use of appropriate
mO,dels will ensure better estimates. At the global scale e.g, better
confidence limits can be applied to improved estimates of the mean and
the effect (If selectivity can be estimated for the relevant scales of
operations .' These will ensure better economic valuations with sIgnificant
reduction (bf the riskwhich accompanies most mining investments. These
better valuation techniques will also lead to proper production planning
.. Q ~ . . ~~
and help, to avoid improper min feed. They will also 'assis(L }spme
) ";", '"




Orga~lzation of the Thesis
(/
Chapter ope defines the ~roblem and the objrdives of the study. It also
'.' ,",,' (j C
includes a historical.review ofgeostatlstlcs. Chapter two discusses'the 3w
"
parameter as well as the new distnb\atiorial mqdels.. This chapter places
thi: geology of the W,itwaterSratldobasin in ;)petspectiv~ and draws some .
important conclusions from the genesis of the deposition which makes the
new.models l'1qre applicabltf,. Mathematical aspects;of the distributions
indudillg parameter e~)timates are a1&~given. A comp~ative study of
these distributions is also included: Chapter three presents the study on
the new developments in borehole valuations of new gold mines and
undeveloped sections of existing mines. n Chapter four ,applies the
() ,
valuation procedures and nlodels used for the borehole analyses at a local
~l, " " , " ' , (,1"
scale fw the valuation of faces (panels). TIle last chapter summarises the
.J 0 <;\ (.





A detailed comparative study of the models was done in chapter 2. Chip
sample; dl~ta from large mined out sections of different reefs within the
I,'
Witw~"..et~rand basin were used. Computer programs were. developed for
the various models (for parameter estimates and modelling). Other
relevant computer programs for test of goodness of fit for the
distributions fitting were also developed. Details of the program listings
is found in Appendix C.
1.3.2 Borehole al}alyses
,if
Chip sample values (total of 72767) from large.mined out sections of the
\1 '
(~Hartebeestf6hteil} gold mine (Vaal Reef) provided a database for the
borehole analyses in. chapter 3. The chip samples were accepted as
equivalent to individual borehole core values. The area was divided into
'J 0
·1Km x loKm blocks to simulate 20 'mines'. From each of these 'mines'
\ ~?'9 values were dra\io. on a stratified random basis. These were accepted
in each case as the equivalent of 9 sjngle boreholes, i.e. without
deflections. The process WaSrepeated to yield a total of 60 borehole sets.
'1 The sets of simulated box-whole values were subjected' JO a series of
estimation procedures outlined in chapter three. "
,:,1.3:3 ,Face (panel) valuatlons
II
r\
The same database as used forthe borehole analyses in chapter 3 was
i>· j'
also used for these analyses in' chapter 4. In this case the area was
divided into various block sizes and patterns as shown hi Figure 1.1. The
aim was Ito estimate 50m x 50m blocks. The estimation procedures
adopted are also outlined in chapter four,
6
FIGORE 1. 1 DATA COm'IGURAT!ONS FOR FACE (PANEL) VA!..UATIONS
Y = BLOCK TO BE ESTIMATED I 50 x 50 M
X1,X2,X3,X4,X5 = DATA ELOCKS
X2,X5 = SO X 50 M
X1 r X3 = 10 " 50 M























1.4 Hi ~torical Background
The first attempt to model the underlying gold distribution in the
Witwatersrand basin was made by Hooper and Watermeyer(ll) in 1919.
Watermeyer.proposed a dual modelling of the observed gold values with
two normal distributions joined at the mode. He further proposed that,
in order to obtain a reliable mean estimate for a limited number of gold
values, the observed values should be weighted by the square of the
frequency i.e, (frequencyj', Truscott(12)favoured Watermeyer's proposal
and made a further suggestion in' 1929 that gold values should be
weighted not only by (frequencyj', but also by the values themselves.
Truscott also observed that when gold values were plotted on a
logarithmic scale) the valses displayed symmetry about the geometric
mean. This observatf6ii~rought hirn very close to Sithel's proposed
lognormal distribution which emerged two decades later. ,;'
Credit for the first significant introduction of mathematical statistics in
II
South African gold ore valuation nmst however go to Sichel{l3)who
proposed the lognormal frequency distribution model. Sichel's work ill
1947 was followed shortly by ROSS(l4) and Krige(lS). This led directly to
\~
the use of this model for improved estimates via Sichel'S ~t'estimator
(8iche1(16); ~rige(11)). 'The frequency distribution nlQ9cl ,was later
improved to the 3-parameter lognormal model by Krige(l) which made it
rrore flexible.
D
Systematic over- and under-valuation of ore, block grades wa~ a J~~ll
known practical problem in early South African gold mines. ROSS(14) in
1950, for instance, stressed the importance of compensating for these
conditional blasses, It was Krige's(15,18) work in 1951 that first provided
an explanation and solution to the problem of conditional biasses through
regression analyses. These regression procedures provided the first use







chip sample values with those subsequently available from inside the ore
blocks. Regression can thus properly be accepted as the first and
elementary simple kriging application. These procedures also
demonstrated that an ore body could be seen as a series of populatiQ'flS
. . . ~
each with its own type and size of support for its members, e.g., diip
samples, large ore reserve blocks.etc., so that an individual ore block was
effectiVely seen &5"' a member of a population of such blocks in an ore
body.
Krige's(l7) 1952borehole analysis of the relatienship betw~en 1,?g~1rithmic
',(
'variances' of gold values and the 'size of area' \\led .,to the variance
additivity relationship known today as 'kdge's relationship', De WijS(19)
',,~-~.
and Matl1eroni20) latet provided the th~f!retiCa1l?a<:kground to' Krige's
variance size of area relationship. /1
Krlge's work in 1951 and 1952 together witheother early work 9f Sic.ltel
,triggered the interest Sf overseas researchers particularly Matheron who
developed the. geri~ral underIf~~theory of geostatistics applicable to
regionalised varialiles. In .:bis p~~cation in 19(?C:'for i~tay.ce$
, \ . . \'
Matheron(20) prese~~ted outS!::andt~~l',"theoretical and practical
"developments such as the now generally used variogram, the de'Wijsia~l





During this l'~~~h~(i.e ~~ the 19605), techniques which were particulary in
use in the United States by Whitten, Link, Koch and others were mainly
the theory a~d applications ofpt:hynomial trend surface analyses. Though
the development of computers at tllis time was an advantage, th~
intractable computations involved in these techniques mad? them




Due to the role South Africa had then played in the birth of the subject,
Johannesburg was chosen as the venue in 1966 for the 'Symposium on
Mathematical and Computer applications in Ore Valuation'. Numerous
papers on the subject were presented during the conference. During this
conference, K.rig~'s'mot-fig averitge technique) and Whitten's polynomial
trend surface approach emerged as two severely opposing techniques.
Matheeon's subsequent investigations however favoured Krige's approach
and Matheron's contribUtion(21j appearsso have resolved the controversial
argument ..which emerged during the abovementioned conference.
Matheron replaced what K.ri~e originally called the 'weighted moving
average~by the terminolog'1 kriging. thus acknowledging Krige's intimate
association with the birth and development of geostatistics, Generany~
geostStistics gain~lqacceptance'more f~adily in French-speaking countries
than in the others, especially, 'theE~glish.speaking countries where ii'
initially encountered some stormy receptions.
'0
Lognormal ge~s~atistics.l1as play~dan important role amongst the various
" ), I '
techniques '.t/liicl~ have so fat been a}?plied hi the South African gold
mines, Inhis wJ~rk in 197.4Marechal(22) made f&\ significant contribution
in the develop~~ll.tot theory of lognormal kriging. Rendu~23)expanded "
M~r.achel's r~s.~,r~OWd(Mi in.~982p~esentedage~erallsedf(ltlri of
lognormal k:ngWig. Joumel and HUIJbregts\2S) have also gwen an adequate
t~~atment of th~fsubject.c:\ 'c,
c 1/ )1
,I ,j
DUrlng the Geoj~tatisticsConference lll,Italyin 1975 more adva:c~~in"the
If
theory of regi()~~ised variables was presented byMatheron(26) parriculary
, on non~t~;r: igeostatistics. Techniques such as disjunctive kriging,
universal krigil1g",qonditional simulation, non ..parametric geostatistics etc.
have since then appeared in journals and textbooks as a reflection of
theoretical developments in the relatively new field of geostatisttcs. Some
of fJese new techniques have been applied in South. Afrlca such as
universal kriging-a; Prleska Copper Mine (Kdge and Rendu(21» and on
11
\\
the Carbon Leader Reef (Bra.un(28», Disjunctive kriging technique has
also been applied at Loriane (Krige .ru al(~9)). Kleingeld(30) also applied
disjutLctive krigiJ.cg teehnique to deposits with discrete regionalised
variabl-s and this technique is currently being applied .for diamond
deposits. However, very little of'this nev work has so far found routine
applications ill the Witwatersrand deposits.
In the meanrime, the problem of improving grade estimates for new
Son'! African gold mines based on small number of borehole . ~ults did
i
not advance beyond the Sichel's .It' estimator until Krige(31)suggested that
,2(1 new mining property should, like an ore block, be seen as a member of
a popu1atif.1l of such units. Where this is feasible and suitable
imC)imation is available on tlle average variance within such mines) this
can be introd;ced as a pnori inforrnatiou"for the to estimator. Where
i'i ~ . ... . . ." ·-0 ..::, ' -_
c' ., ndditinnal information is available o~ the spatial characteristics of the
population ef mines; a 'macro' kriging estimate call also be made f()l' the
mine (Krige{32a,32b»tsimi!ar in. principle to a Bayesian approach. It was1,;
however, not untii recently that the role of the' variance in borehole








2 GI8;OLOGICALAND'DISTruBUTIONAL MODELS ANALYSES '
2.1 Outline
A G frequency distribution, model plays a fundamental role in ore




The geological complexity of the type of reefs being mined at present in
the 'Witwatersrand basin pos~s some difficulties regarding the modelling
of, the underlying ,Ol'6J value' di.stributiol1. This geological comple_xity
..-, '~, l " ..:!
;therefore, demands the need for lfior~, applicable distrib~tional m~dels.
G :' v
o This chapter places the geology of the Witwatersrand l.~[I\~in perspective,
~ ,'_ ,,' h
aad draws some important conclusions from the'genl}slS o~!~:led po~ltioll.
Based on,these ·geologkal models, it is shown that the enrichlfient or Joss
:>. '. '. 'c' , ' '~,' i
of gold values af the tail and upper end (,f the dIstributions" are riQt
artifacts·pJ,lt are geologi¢~l1y related, 1\vo more general distributlonal-
medels ..Comp6ul~d Lognormal (CLD) 0 ~I~~ 1..og..Generalised Inverse
\\: _', " ". if ,',
Gau,S,sian (lli-OlG}ili,.,',lnOU!ions are. thi'9Fre proposed. A,.'detaile,d. o
thnugh preliminary cmtparative study of th~~e two more general models
"~tb the 3-i>arametcr Logn$rI)llI1 mOd,.,eLi~do~; and e~,lrncieso,of '
estimates and n~?ael1iI1gai1i.d~.se~. MathJ~atical aspects of the new









The previous extensive use of the 3riparameter model as suggested by
luige(l) and itsJlssociated t..estimation technique developed by Sicnel(2)
was an indication of its practical usefulness and efficiency for the reefs in
which it was being used. Though Sichel~~,3S)and'Link and Koch(35),
commendably accept the practical efficiency of Krige'a technique(l)f yet
~:_)
they'Indicate that generally severe biases could result by, the application
of logl~orm,al theory if in fact the underlying distribution of the variable
of interest !s not lognormal; and even where it is lU fact lognormal a bad
'\\ " ' " ,~" -'~": (\
estimate of the third parameter can also :ntiCQ~?'-~'-'~ : {'\'S$t~~.Grhe!f
\\ '- _.~i/ ~.. t_:t/:'--_;"-~ e
cau~o!1thaith~r: are a ,uniberPflheOr;tlC~{ / }~'l~butiOns
whi~h can mimic the ':\gnOl'mal model ,~s\~nmcn as ti't~y eX~fbit
ullimodaliW: positive skewness and a lUllg t~iil~o tli~;~~ght. Sichc.i&51'ha~
'I \\ ' ,,' :
\\0' :11\
given de!a.iledtbeoretic:ll explanations regarding these \pseud(ilognoun~ll~ , , ,






It should also be noted that the minlmum gold sample value rl ~,6rn..g/~}
I'
n fi ,~.
1S0:~ro. This implies that, fori the'·:3..parameter lognorme! n¥bdel, the
Dtraustormdl. gold value x (x =: lr!(z)) IS bounded by a finite lower size I~f
~I 1
In(pJji,D "wHere J3 Is the 4pditi'lle constant. .Any value under the
r .', . ~:,
matllematicaI moderwhich is below this finite lower size will result in:a
'negative area and will gi~,f nega~ive gold,value after back-iransformation.
Suc,h negative gold valuq~, in reality, do not exist. Sichel(34) has shown
that the influence of such a negative area can be significant if it exceeds
2 pet cent.
Two more general models .. Compound Lognormal (CID)(3) and Log..
l
Generalised Inverse Gaussian distributions proposed by Sichel (personal
II ..'
communication) have therefore been considered as alternatives. As will
be shown later, these new models (CLD and LN-GIG) have ~ greater
range of applicability compared to the lognormal model. This is ~~ain1y
..' I~
n
because the lognormal model is a limiting case of these more general
models: c
Departures of gold grade distributions from 2· or 3-pal'ameter
n
\\ .
'\!ognortnaHty can well be observed on the cumulative frequency
,j
distribution plot on log-probability paper. The cumulative frequency
~)
distribution curve win display distinct curvatures both at the low and high
'I>
o
grade categoriies, (See Figure 2:.1). In such situations the additi2n of a
constant assists to eliminate the curvature in the' lower grade category but
c (I
" the upper grade curvature will persist.
!
II
It will be shown that these curvatures are not artifacts but arc related to
the geological complexity of the type' of reefs ,l;!eingmined ~t present ¥u
the Witwatersrand basin. «~i:> geological comPle£,) is a nlotivatio~ for
~r\)posing mote 'appropriate distributiou~f models. 111e g@oio[,Wof tho
o
basin is as set out below.
15









FiGURE 2.1 PROBABILITY OENStTY D!t;;TRIBUTiON FUNCTiONS
2.3 Geological Models
o
tD~,al~~Ctissi~ll of the geOlogy of ilie Witwatersrand basin is well
PteSen!~d in l\i1fjnter(s.6),Antrobust7,G) and H:-il1bauer(9). However for the
""
purpose of thjs\1thesis reference should be made also to Krlge ta al(10).
'.)
The gold be~ring sedimentary rocks of the Witwatersrand basin were
discovered in 1886 and the amount of gold tllat hasso far been produced
from the basfu nlakes it unique compared to similar gold" formations.









\\ In summary from the above mentioned papers it can be concluded that,
\~, the gold and uranium bearing sedimentary rocks of the Witwatersrand
~
\\ ., basin are found in the Dominion Reef Group and the Witwatersrand and
\ Venters49rp Supergroups, The Witwatersrand Supergroup consists of the
II
\, (lower) V/est Rand and the (Upper) Central Rand Groups, The
\;
I.~
\ sedimentary rocks" which are ancient placers have'.been deposited by
"\\
.~
1?raided rivet's on alluvial fans located at the margins of a yo~rjd basin.
\ '
TI~~sedimentsjn the basin can be subdivided into a number of'geological
• n \
ii '\~fmt$~These geological units are bounded by unconformities which are









:5 FAR WE<')T RAND
4 KLERKSDORP
5 ORANGE FREE STATE
6 E.VANDER
7 EAST RAND
'"Ilntermittent sedimentation has been attributed to local and regional
FIIIlURE :2.2 WltwATERS~ANO BASIN AND GOLD FIELDS
":]I
geo1<igical as well as geomorphological factors. In addition, regressive
17
o1\
sedimentation and sediment reworking led to varying gold concentration
in the differe11t,geological units resulting in the development of gravel
horizons (reefs) containing relatively high concentrations of gold.
Most of the gold in the Witwatersrand basin is of a detrital nature and
the overall gold content in a reef is related to the amount of gold
released in the provenance area and to the degree of reworking which
has taken place. The distribution ~fgold within aad between reefs shows
varying degrees of variability. On a micro scale (as observed in closely
spaced borehole deflections) tpe level of variance is high and this
variability increases on macro ?'md mega scales as a result Of the inclusion
of more diversified features. )Furthermore, within a reef the gold.content
eanvary on a large scale due to facies differences related to. thesposltions
;/
Oil the alluvial fans, or to uverlappingfans which have di£f.etent entry
n
C:-f!pointsand provenance areas.
The geological"setting discussed above gives rise to the follm:vit~ most
salient features:
First, the hydro-dynamic circumstances in alluVial environment dictate
that the river systems th~tt distributed the placers could transport only
certain sizes of sediments at differerit stages as the river systems gradually
,)
,.
reduced their velocities downstream. Hence the heavier mineral particles
would be deposited much earlier closer to the source. For instance,
18
Minter(37) demonstrated on the Vaal Reef that wherever an optimum
hydraulic energy existed for deposition of particular-sized gold particles
available, an anomalously high gold deposition occurred. He observed
that these trends could he on ridges, channels sides, or within channels.
He concluded that gold content was largely hydraulically controlled
(depending en paleosurface conditions) as detrital particles. This is
analogous with Sichers(3) original observation of hydraulic sorting and
trapping of diamonds, and is a further confirmation that hydro-dynamic
crr,cunlstances played an important role ine'concentratsig: gold in the
placers. One would therefore, expect a relationship (probably linear) to
be set between the log-means and log-variances of the gold varfsble 'as a
function of dist~nce from the stream source. 011.ewould further. oexpect
~~ .,
that if gold samPles are taken. from different Iocalitles within the same
,
horizon or even from difiel,"entoverlapping reefs within the same norizoD1
the log-mean and log-variance parameters would be different, resulting
II
In'a mixture ?f lognormal distributions which will no longer follow the
lognormal law, The Compound lognormal mode~(CLD) has been
developedto model these hyper-lognormal-types of distributions.
;:::
Secondly, due to the pr<-@min.ant erosional features .of certain types of
reefs, the high grade values appear to be partly missing (sub ..
Iognormality), 1frls gives rise to the gold distribution being associated
with pockets Or trap-sites and as,such the probability of finding gold is
dependent on the probability of finding gold given a pocket or trap-site
19
as well as the way in which the trap-sites are distributed. In statistical
terms w. ~hen have:
Per) = Per IA)P( A)
where:
P(r) = Probability of finding gold
P(r I )..)= Probability of finding gold given a trap-site. and
P(l) == Probability of finding a trap-site
Such type of genetic models have been previously explored in diamonds(3)
and gave r= to the Compound Poisson model, which is a subset of a
more general model .c?lled the Log-Generalised inverse Gaussian
distribution (LN-GIG) discussed in this thesis. From these two salient
geological features it can be contended that the curvatures observed on
r,
~ 'ftne cumulative frequency plots are, therefore not artifacts, but are
depositional features relating to enrichment or leaching.
Unlike the more general models, the lognormal models presume the
absence'o] any linear relationship between Log-mean and Log-variance
parameters. As a resW:alo~the above discussions, it seems advisable that
whenever there are departures from lognormallty, one of the more,
general models should be applied to avoid severe biasses for obvious
ecor ...ernie reasons.
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This chapter therefore, presents among other aspects, a comparative study
of the new and the old gold grade distribution models in the South
African context. Data from some of the important reefs of the
Witwatersrand basin have been used. The reefs which were considered
are: Basal Reef, VCR, Vaal Reef and Kimberley Reef.
When dealing with large sets of samples (as used for this study), the,
arithmetic mean for the samples-is a good estimator of the population
mean. For such large samples, the sample arithmetic mean is a good
ref'¢rence point for all practical comparative purposes. The mathematical
mean.estlniates were therefore compared in eacn case with the respecth,e
sample arithmetic mean. Bias error defined as:
(; -1)1%
efficie~",measurement of, the various
~~~';,;:~
mathematical mean estimates'as obtained in the different dfJptributionaI
<fi) "
models. \Vhere.~ is the ma~hematical rt~al1 estihiate and :I; is the
...~\ o., '"' '
"\ ;P ",',,, •.r \, ,fl
'corresponding arithmetic mean of the ~~e}~~\~{~'\{the D time
, 1\ " /'./' '\'CCi"'I", ,I
these more general models have been/~pplied tq(rJ~ci~ent gold grade
, '1,\, .\~, '1
distributions and the preliminary results are very s'U~cessfu1.
Ii
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2.4 The Models in Perspective
2.4.1 Tile 3aparameter Lognormal Distribution
The 3~parameter density function is defined as follows:
where z = observed ore value in em. g/t (0 < z ':-:;(0)
~, a and /3 are parameters to be estimated, {3 is the additive constant, ,~
is the average ef the 1n(z+J3) vralues and (J2 is 'the variance of the
corresponding log values.
2.4.2 The Compound J:..qgnonnal Distribution (Cl,D)
,r"'1C_r)
\I
and I<V(.)is the modified Bessel function of the second kind of order v
The four parameters of the distribution are: '
22
a = loczrioa parameter, ~00 < a < + 00
s :::;spread parameter, S > 0
c == skewness parameter, 0 ~ c < 1
'V =: kurtosis parameter.v > -1/2
)!~
2.4.3 / Estimation of Parameters for the Compound Lognormal Distribution
llI\~istribution of gold in the vVitwatersrand basin is vepJ skew. By
taIring a logarithmic transformation the new distributions are only
moderately skew. As a result, the moment estimates of the parameters




of the parameters have therefore been used for this study. In exceptional
cases however, where the kurtosis is very peaked, the fourth moment of
the sample will be an unreliable estimate for the popU!ati.on. This"can
ari~\~because pf undue influence of outl~ers. S~Chcas~s require that chi.);'
sqq~reiminimisatio11;technique should be.used together with the moment
estfrnation procedure to ensure more-efficient pal·arl1cter estimates. This
" . )) ,\
Jf be shown Mterr\ if'
,<\.'\




A detailed, procedure ""for, calculating the moments i~ presented in
).1; \ \
i\ .. . _ _ - __ - \1. __ \1.. , _ _ __ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ - _ ___ ~-:: _ _ _ ~"J










shape coefficients are: o
I.)
'I
Where t~l(X\~ and f3::>.(x) are ole: skewness and kurtosis coefficients
II
respectively.:1 The CLD is applicable only if the following condition is
satisfied (as ~howllirt Appendix B)
"





2.4.5 Procedure for estimation of Parameters of the Compound Lognormal
Distribution
From the logarithm of the observed gold values (cm-g/t), estimates of the
skewness 131(iK) and kurtosis 13lx) coefficients are calculated, from w:3_ich





V =: 6£!3 + ti)2 _ 1
~1 ('I + 6)3 2
('
" \
w4cl'e jj·zis the 'sample variance of the nuturall&garlthrns ofthe observed
~\,' , "
gold values (em...g/t) and 131 :::::f3lx). The fourth parameter is -finally
calculated from
(I
where ~'{ is ,.the sample mean o~ the logarithms of the observed gold
values (cm-g/t),
Tl1~compound Iognormal mean estimate can then be calculated using:
''(;
G u
The four parut1l:ter Leg-generalised Inverse Gaussian Distri'trutit)n is .
defined as: 0 ,)
o
o
'Iv. co , 1l"j •.'(X~F.) '( X-Gf)},. A..."",;:: --- f)XP 'Y -!. -."b cosh _'!.,






where x = 111{z)t (~\~o <·x <: .f' «1 ) and z is th~ ebserved orevalue in
n " .', (I .... C· (i ..
em. g/t~,I\w(b) is the modified BeSsel function !ifJ.f the second ldnq
ord~r "(Q and argument b, TIle four parm;;et~s are:
~ ;:. location 'parumettir ( .. 00 "-< ~ <: +. ((I) 0
s ~ scale parameter ( s :> () )
" b ::: k~~tOSiSparameter ( b :> 0 )






2.4.7 Estimatkm of Parameters of LN..GIG Distribution
The moment generating function for the x-variable (x ::::lnz) is
from which the moments for the x-variable can be generated (See
Appendix :3). The standardised form is found very convenient in
computing the parameters. Make a linear transformation
x-~u"'-s
(1)
where ..00 <: 1.1 <: 00. It can be shown that the standard form of the LN8
GIG is
~\
'The ,~thmoment about, the ''origin for the ~tandard form. is then
I'· .. \) .. t; '0.. "
(2)
/'
'J 'l ' If
. 0 ••• ~'. . " .' "4 ~
The first four moments about the origin of the. standard fprm from (2)
are
o . _
°1l~(fJ) ~ x~f U$inh{YU}e ..b'to$hUcd~
o ,,' or\ 0 ",














j.1~(u)!::! •. 1 f u4cosh(yu) e~bcoshudu
Ky{b) 0 Ii
(6)
From which the central moment') can be computed. As IU' is a. linear





Where. }J.rt~~lsQthe rth c~n,tralmoments of u,
2.4.8 Procedure for esti.rnnilon. of the Parameters otthe L.'f.,GIG Distribution
1. From the naturaHogarithn1S of the observed gold values (cm"g/t)
J"f31 and (:Jz are calculated. ()
2. Using eqnatiofls\(3) to (8) parametersv and bare estimated by
(J iterati(»l,~ The values"of y and 'hi wftich Willigive'sir~liIar'values as
"0 ,', C,,('
calculated under ,,1. above"are the required solution.






where fi.~x) and ~(x) are the mean and variance estimates of the natural
logarithms of the observed gold values (cm-g/t); v.;(u) is defined in (3)
and V.2(U) is the second central moments of tho standard form. To









Pearson's shap;,~Coefficients Eli ~nd /3", are useCl to'!determine i;he,spctlffc
..~l)del,npPJlCab,'Ie, for a given Ie. '~PiricaI.~trlbUtiOn"funClion,~,\,fj,\,,'?Q'wnin





4J3} is the skewness coefficient and tJ3aJs' ~~e'kurtosis ccefijdyn~ ).13 and-;0. /" I;' . . '
lJ.4}lrethe. third ~i~dfourth eenrraf'moments 0: thci.'f:~l'::~'.'f{;lli,cdvar'able
x respectively, (1 is the corresponding sta(!!I'U',.' deviation. The new
I,' \). . .'/








FIGURE .2.3 SHOWiNG REGIONS OF APP~ ~CABILITYOF
THE VARIOUS MODELS .'
,...~
2.6 .The Case Study of the Three Distributions
t 1)




Applying the new distribution density fimctions (whichever applicab~l'








where Fn(x) is the empirical distribution function from a population with
continuous distribution function F(x), was used in all the cases. A test of
the: hypothesis that the sample has arisen from F(x) is provided by
rejecting at the P per cent level if:
1
n2D(n)~Gl(p)
At ,#le 5 per cent level used for the study, d(p) =: 1.3$8 for large n,
htJ.plying that all calculated d(p) values less than 1.358 pass the K~S test
for goodness of fit. Chi-square test of goodness of fit was. also used.
2.6.2 Results
C\ Typical results are shown in Figures 2.4 and 2.5 and in Ap~)endixA. In
almost all the cases the hypothetical models do describe tiPe empirical
data as observed by the 'test of the eye' (cf. Figare 2A( and 2.5).
Almost all the J(*S tests confirmed the above observation 'by the eye test'
(d. Appendix A). However, Chi-square test rejected the test for
goodness of fit almost in all the fases. 'The latter Indication is"not
unexpected due to the rigorous and super-sensitivity 9f chi-square test
~~pecially when dealing with lrirge numbers of observations, Detailed
results oof the analyses are tabulated in Appendix A.
/'
"
It was observed in some exceptional cases that the empirical di~~f,ibution
models were more Ieptokurtic than their J1correspondin~ theoretical
models (See Figure 2.6). These were the cases where the kurtoses were
very peaked. As a result, the respective f()1lBhmoments of the samples
could not be reliable estimates for the corresponding populations. i~e
I
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Such cas=s required the use of the chi...square minimisation technique as
an alternative. It is worth noting that the use of the chi-square
minimisation teehnique for obtaining population parameters is different
from the usual chi-square test of goodness of fit. The skewness estimate
for the respective populations however, did not suffer from the above
limitation. This is due to the 'third power' in the skewness definition
(unlike that of the kurtosis) which Implies both positive and negative
compensating components, Equations 11 ax 12 give the definitions of
the skewness and kurtosis measures,
The chi-square minimisation technique essentially involves the following.
In a particular modelling process, different kurtosis values are used and
the 'distribution is fitted for each of these kurtosis values, In each cas«
the respective ,{!h~~sq~re-values are also )l!alculated. The resulting
0' ~ . :.
'optimal kurtosis value corres'ponding to the minimum chi-square value is "'::'':;
v , \\
finally used to fit the theoretica] model (See Figure 2.7). Figure 2.6
,~
showsyne o~,the results and demonstrates a significant improvement in
c-:
modelling; with ~ reduction of70 per cent in chi-square value. A further
tedu~l~jl of ~a'Vrom almost 5 per ~enttd'z per cent was 4tO obtained
(See"Appendix A). I!II'
? ' 0 ~
!~ 0-\( II
th~ analYSis 91 the Kimberley reef, data hH.Iicated'that the ~Hstribt1tion
falls wi~bin the overlap region of CLD '11udLN;(HG ,uistributions. The
two models were therefor~ used, for the ~na!ysis in4,ependently. 'Ihe
I'!' " ','
reSUlts from t118 two analyses were veryUsn~~i1ar. 11:tis"fll1d~ng also
indicates that in cases, where -a c4istributioll falls in the overlap rcgiOll;'-




Furthermore, the new distrlbttions hay~dP~ovedto give a more robust
.. . ..,iE". (\
estimate of the population. menno Their efficient estimate of the
/.!


















FIGti~E 2.1 MINUnSA'.l'ION or CHI-SQUARE TO OBTAIN OPTU1UM RURTOSIS VAJJUE
Ii
Ii
Combining the chi-square minimisation procedure, not more than 2;5 per
cent bias in the population mean estimate was observed. Chi-square
minimisation approach was adopted to improve the moment estimates of
the parameters in some cases. This approach was not adoptee in other
cases since it was not going to make much difference. The estimated
l~arameters for the new distributions in the areas 'concerned are also
shown in Appendix A. As Indicated in Appendix ~ the location




2.6.3 Tl\,e,j3"Parameter Lognormal model Case Study
2.6.4
Apl~lyingKrige's techniqu~(l), all the original ebpirical distributions were





l'lie artalyses indicated\a good a~reement bgtwee.n the mathematical
models with the empiric~ data QQly 'b~y()nd tii;,;f:logarithm of the additive
constantvalue. Plots of served and expected frequencies are shown in
Figures 2.8 a.n~;2.9and t ey pass the ttest o(goo4ness of fit by the eye'.
l\
K..S test of goodness of f t accepted almost all the goodness of"fit test,
I. . . .
though chi--square test r<}je~tedalmost all of them (th¢ reasonfer this has
already been given). lnothe Klersksdorp area. H (Vaal Reef) where 72767
sa~ples were analyzed, the a..priori additive constant of 50 gave a less
efficient estimate of the population mean 'iho-ugh the bias was prac~ca11y
not significant .. the overall analy&i~using \~hismodel Showed less than 5
per cent bids in the estimatiqfl of the pUl?'l!lation mean. However, in
\,
more than 30 per cent of the cases tli~ negative area under tbe
Ii








3-PARAMETER L~lGNORMAL MODEL FITTEDTO GOLD DATA
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l~rom the above analyses the 3~param~ter model for gold grade
distribution gave an efficient estimate of the population mean with less
than 5 per cent bias. The new distributions showed similar efficient
estimates with bias of not iaore than 2.5 per cent (replacing original
results with chi-square minimisation results wherever applicable). The 3-
parameter model showed comparable biasses to those using the new
models. However, in all the cases where the departure from the 3-
parameter model was significant and 'also where the additive constant was
inefficiently estimated, the, 3-parameter estimates showed significantly
higher biasses,
The theoretical models of the three distributions practically fitted the
empirical data though to different extents." It should be emphasized that
'due to the bounded finite lower size of In(/3) [indicated by 'the broken
lines in Figures 2.8 and 2.9J~where f3 is the additive constant, any value
under the mathematical model which is below this finite lower size will
result in a negative gold value after back-transformation. Such negative II
gold valuesj!t!_eality, Of) not exist. For more than 16 per cent of the
cases, the 3*patameter i~odel indicated a negative gold proportion of
more than ,2per cent tb)~ugh as.s~,g~rstedby SiclJel(34)tros area should
not be more than 2 per c~nt. ' \\,
In the Klerksdorp area H, (Vaal Reef) '72767 gold values were analyzed
" II (I
and the compound lognormal model gave better results than the 3·
parameter model, This further confirms that for large mining areas,
w~~re we are likely to deal with mixtures of logncrmal distributions, the
new distributions will give better estimates. However, change of support
->




2.7 Summaryof Operational Advantages and Disadvantages of the three
Mode~
2.7.1 The 3,.ParametelL Lognormal Model
ADVANTAGES
No complex mathematics is required for the estimates of the three
paramer zrs and the distributions are simple to handle.
Generally less computer time is required for the estimates of the
three parameters.
" Only three. parameters are required to be estimated.
Working permanence is accepted for change of support
calculations. /
Efficient estimate of p~PUlatiOn mean.
Third: parameter can usually be accepted a-priori from nearby
'\
data, if such data exis't)
'\, \\',
mSAnVANTAGES· \
i1' Problem of truncation and \imodality, the squashing of the
\,
frequency distribution makes it'idevoid of. its naturality.
o Problem Qffbbtaining negative gold values on back~transf()rrnation.
Difficulty in obtaining an estimate' for the additive constant
especially for small sample ~izes.
PossibUity of departure from 3~parameter Iognormallty,
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2.7.2 Compound Lognormal and LN-GfG Models
ADVANTAGES
The new models have no truncation since the logarithm of the
actual values ranges from ~ 00 < x < + 00. There is therefore
no is&),1eof negative goid value results.
There is no inherent theoretical limitation.
Since:tl1e new distributions deal with the logarithm of the
\'\
gold values themselves the frequency categories look very natural.
Can handle mixtures of lognormal distributions to a better extent.
Efficient estimates of the population mean.
DISADV AN1'AGES
The mathematics of the new distributions is more complicated.
Generally more computer time is required.
FOUT parameters are required.
<)
The problem of change pf support and small sampling theory is
,_ "
yet to be developed, and presently this serves as a limitation.
{3
2.8 The Distributional Modelsand Regularizeddata
Table 2.1 shows the statistics for 'point' and regularized data for the Vaal
"Reef (Klerksdorp, Area H) with additive constant of zero. The criteria
for applying the eLD is also given (See Section 2.4.4). The Table shows
that the distribution of such regularised data have much lower variances
and are much less skew than the individual 'point' values. The Table
further shows that for large supports the 2..parameter model will even be
suitable. Thus, unlike the 'point' data the advantage gained by using the
new distributions for the regularized data are not likely to be significant
in this case. It is for this reason combined with the on going research for
42
the smaIl sampling theory for the new distributions that the analyses in chapter
3 and 4 Were done on the 3~parameter lognormal model.
Table 2.2 also shows the statistics for the same data inTable 2.1 but using an
additive constant of 25. The results further emphasizes the need to use a good
estimate of a regional a pn'ori additive constant. This is essential since a bad
estimate of the additive constant can introduce skewness for the regularized
data which will result with biasses on the mean estimates.
TAB1,E 2.1 SHOWING STATISTICS FOR IPOINT .M.TDREGULARIZED DATA FOR
VAAL REEF (AUDITIVE CONSTANT ::::0)
BLOCK
SIZE(M)
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TABLE 2.2 SHOWING STATISTICS FOR 'POINT' AND REGULARISED DATA
FOR VAAL REEF (ADDITIVE CONSTANT = 25)
r BLOCK LOGMEAN LOGVAR· SKEWNESS KURTOSIS
SIZE(M) IANCE
'POINT' ,) 6.336 1..314 (l.DS"! ~86
lOxI0 6,643 0.739 0.120 3.109 I')~
20x20 6.718 0.578 0.044 2.942
30x30 6.803 0.46:5 0.049 3.073
.,0*50 6.830 0,409 0.087 2.922
',:!. t
10()x~OO 6.794 0.375 __l0'OSS 12.901-,
\' -
The study showed thai, though, the 3..parameter model is a practically
,..i!-' \
reasonable modelt especially for tIle estimation of,thv, population mean
,)
of tQ,~ gold" distributions, the usual assumptidn that gold grade
\"\'( , _' ' , "
distri~b.tions follow a 3~parameterlaw is not always true:' l'ta}e$tllt~the
~~ot of tlie empirical cumul.atixe frequency distribution is veiy ;g.ecessary
~" :i-, \)f'; " o ,:,~,




~. \)The study !urthet showed that the new "nlOde1s' also provide good
-:)
estimates of the population means of the gold distributions, Another
outstandi'ng feature which makes the new distributions more 'attractive is
•• ~ <
the fact that no inherent theoretical problems would be anticipated, The
new distributions also seem to give better estimates when larger mining
areas are under consideration. It is hQy{l.1ver worth noting that, change IJ
of sure.ort and small sampling theory i~i~eto be resolved for the new
models,
This study further shows that in more than 95 pel- tent of the cases the
[/
compound lognormal model could be used for modelling the gold grade
, i',
distributions. This indicates that the compound lognormal model is more
applicable :for modelling the gold grade distributions rfi~tJW
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3"" BOREHOLE \,VALUATIONS OF NEW GOLD MINES AND
CHAPTER 3
UNDEVELOPF:.O SECTIONS OF EXISTING MINES
\
3.1 Introduction
Due to the high ~ost of ddlling and time delays in drilling deep
'.
boreholes, the fcasil,ility study qf new gold mines (especially in Squth
Africtl) are based a,n,fwill continne'to be based 011 limited numbers of
boreholes, Sidli~J\(39)\':~oilfirmsthe difficulty regarding the use of such
< 'ij'
limited \~nfonpatil~n:
W'Pen a few borehole values fromCihetvly drilled virgin
gr<.,und.have come to hand, the mining engineer i~jfaced
with one of the most important andodifficult decisions
which he is"called upon 1.0 make d'l1ring his entire
professional career,... to ,mine or not to mine,
that is the question.
(\
oTaking. cognisance of the large capital involved in such deep level gold
() .. . -h
~ny!";ments parUa:larly in the. pre..Sli". tdif!iCU.lt pe~Od :or t1><. (J.~goldmi~. g
'lttCL1.1Stry, the need rot appropriate 1l1,9'dels.and valuatlon p1.'bcedures for
,. ., 0 0:' .. ':.' :: ,
these ~piialintensive pl'ojects cannpt,be overe~i'·'-~ized. This chapi';er
(~, . .. (I . t ;\
considers the po~ibility of deriving ~dditi{i,d~ ~ot!mation from
neig~poudng mines bas~g.on geological similaritid) toO improve borehole
esti~ates~ These va1uatiQ~ procedures should.also oe applicable to the
routine valuaticn or larg~ undeveloped-sections of. djstjng mines whiehs
t:
"~e usually based OIl sfmilar limited information.
" The chapter also Introduces the concept of spatial structure for
'variances' ~<:t means'of deriving additionhl useful Information.
((
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Chip sample data. from a large mined out section of the
Hartebeestfontein Gold mine in the Klerksdorp Goldfield (See Figure
2.2,Chapter 2) werd)used for the series of borehole valuation procedures.
II
Conclusions are dd\\wn regarding the relative advantages derived from
such additional infdtm.~tibh and the various procedures. used.
3.2 Geologyof the Study Area
Hartebeestfontein mine is based on the Vaal Reef in .the. Klerksdorp
Goldfield. Figpre 3.1 shows the area of the mine which provid~\d the
c 9database fq~the study.
The V-aalReef is the mosfimporttin.t'reef in the Klerksdorp area and lies
o· ,;!
" strat;,gtapaically near the middle of the Central Rand Group. The Vaal
" (}
placer covers an area of 260 square km. It consists of a narrow'
conglemerate seldom exceeding 50"cm in thickness but often 10 em thick.
However, in certain.areas the close contact of the hanging wall pebble
J.l . ,-'
ked (the Zandpan Marker) can.exaggerate the reef thickness. According
.~' .to)
to ..Minter('!O) the Zandpan' Marker generally contains little ~ald and the
effecti~~~d~~~ortionof the'lndicated .Vaal Reef gold values, is therefore, D
\) . . ! I . "
very small: .Gold lis usually concentrated at the base of the reef and high
gold concentrations are often fOIll1!d' associated With thin carbon Seams
"I' ,
.snd s¢att~red carbon specks. Carbon in the Vaal Reef is bel~eved to be
OJ,algal ':,origin '(Pretoriu~(41)j. The general-feature of the. reef is of an'
(', ,
~infilled drainage pattern with south"east trending channels. Minter(40) Y
has demonstrated thanhe Vaal Reef was d}~rived from two sources and
c-. . .. /"").... . ..-'
deposited as two 'Populations (tl1~,.Witkop and Stilfontein facies) with
limited amutAAlt of overlap at I~h~Interface. ·All the data "used far this
~~j)







The chip sample data from Hartebeestfontein Gold mine provided the
main database for the analyses. The database consisted .of a total of
72767 sampling sections on the Vaal Reef measuring some 25 million
square meters (See Figure 3.1). The surface borehole data found ill the
area was also,;psed as w~n be .shown later, The distributional )~nalyses in
chapter 2 show~J1that these gold values from Hartebeestfontein mine can
" be modelled ,l'ryweU with the compound lognormal distribution. The
analyses furtl;er showed that the 3~parameter lognormal model can also
()
be used without introdl+.~.ingany significant biasses especially w~tha very
good estimate o~ the, thr.eshol~ parameter~Fjgure 3.2. shows. the
cumulative frequency ploti of the gold grades ~ the. 'point' "values as
r. _ '" _ _ _ _ .< _', :,' _ _ _ _ - _ D
well as the 50'" 50 m and 1Km x 1Krn pfock supports ( with a threshold
;~pat~eter (3 '" SO)' The ftgeyes. demonstra~ thai the 3.~m~t~r
model representsothe distribution of gold values for these'suppprt~sizes.
(I. .' ~ . _" _ ',_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _<




(panel) valuations (In Chapter 4) and the borehole analyses respectively.
In addition, the distribution of singlet section values to estimate the
average of 9 b'bf,eholes was used \for ,Sheborehole valuatiQ~. .The 3~
,-::..- ',_ _ _.''._ r; ';_'.t '". _ _ _ _ _ ./---j ~
parameter model\ was used for ~Jh yaluationS, 'I)~(tiewmodels were
not" used' for the face and borehole valttanons. due to the'it:m going
-::'-0
research into the small samp,ting theory r01' the new" distributions. Also,
~ , 0 "~
the distri~ution ot~uchregularized data as shown in ,ch3pter :2 have much ~,
0' , Ci ,. ;:;J" .•...; .. -2,;,.,_
lower variances an4 arel"h'l.lc,¢h less skewDthan for individual valuesrtbus
the new distribtItions areSiot likely to show ant',significant Improvement, 1\
'~l 0 -. i) . . " U. 1!1-' ;-::::i
"-
._·l,,\ V .. ,!
:': " '},;.,,~.. : a."
"S~Qtistrcnti\~;jaly~esutithe UJld~rground chip Samples (~ndBorehole co'j'~s
C~\
in the"S,tudy Area
",' !i ,11 ". '
/]S6h~ detailed statieitical'!\Jaly~es w~re:"doneusing the 72767 underground
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The objective was to find out how the statistical parameters of the
underground chip samples compare with the surface borehole cores.
'Results ofthe analyses are shown in Table 3.1.
II
TABlE'3.1 STATISTICAL ANALYSES Of! CHIP SAMPLES AND BOREHOLE





CM.GIT VALUES KLERKSOORP GOLDFIELD· VAAL REEF
SUPPORT TYPE UNDERGROUND CHIPS \ aORE-
4 MINES 100x100m 1x1km HOLE I.
aLOCKS aLOCKS OORES
MINE Y MINE Y FIELD
NO OF AREAS
SIZES OF AREAS(106m2)






























0.58/1.55 0.9911.11 0.64/1.43 O.~5/1.19 '.
{M39 1.05 1.00 1.06
0.06 D.C" \ 0.26.,
'Table 3.1 shOws that the average variances for t:Qe chip samples at
O.991l.05:,~Qmparesvery wellwith (nat of the borehole cores at 1.06. The
\~
chip sam.p}~showever have larger supporf siZe (compared to that of the
II v ~,i~~ c
boreho}(~'ccotes) and could be expected to have smaller variances. The
cbserved variances of the chiJi1samples (wllicl) are similar to that of the
r." . t,1 0" - (I
D boreholes) .can be-explained by the ac.fompanying hi~her nugget effects.
The small borehole cores being close to perfect samples have smaller
11 '. ", ~)
nugget effects" but)arger variances" Qf the 4tctual grades: The
, . . ""'" . I.)
compensating ifi!fiuerlce between the.veriances and the nugget effects of
"': .... ,. C:" -'c' .,the two"different data set:s explaias t~eir comparable average vari~nce's.
(,' c "
Table 3.1 however shows that'the variances of the variances of borehole
cores ate higher than that of the chip samples, 'This is due to the limited
numbers of borehole samples compared with underground values.
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,II
In addition the results in Table 3.1 show that using an a priori regional
mean value for the additive constant will not result in any significant bias.
Similar analyses done on some 'Witwatersrand reefs (including the Vaal
Reef) by Krige et al(lO)showed similar results. Based on these findings
,\
it was decided to use the chip sample data as the equivalent of borehole
'J
values for the'analyses in this chapter.
3.5 Spatial Structure Analyses
3.5.1 lntrodm;tion
I
'Details OIl semivar~ograms are ~ell documented and can be found e.g.,
in Krige(42),Matheron(20), Journel and Huijbregts(2S)'and Ds;tvid(43)and Will
not be discussed here. Sti.lW~Sby, Krige aNd Magri(44)and Braun(Z8)on'
the W,im;atersrand reefs have shown, that the, logtransfermed
semivafiogram .has a' significant advantage of reducing the effect of
outliers. In addition Krige(42) has shown that' thtf"logtransformed
,:. I.. .- . ..'. .... ..' .: . . '. . .. \\
semfvariogram ~an be '.,yalidated! Gsing the' variance-slze of, area,
,r ,:1 \,\
'relationship, In an the spatial analyses for this study, the logtransfonned
semivaricgrams were used and were validated using the variance-size of
\,_l
area relationship. "
3.5.2 Spatial Structure analyses for Grade Levels,-,
B~~d on t40 72'/67 chip sam;le data Iogtransformed semivariograms
were calculated on the grad711levels(with a threshold parameter of 50). .~
Models were fitted to these experiment}ltse:mivariogral11s. Based on this
". " . ,
'point' semi~ariQgramtJl.verage.) semivariograms within Cl~rgerblocks were
". . . . c/
Cbmpttted using numerical integration (descretizaiion), As a check for
.the semivariogrgms within the bigger blocks obtained via descretization,
'.\
regularized logtransformed seLuivariograms were also co~~uted. The two
,-
methods of semivarlogram calculations (gave simi'~'r results as will be
~. . ~ Q
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shown later. Two Sets of Iogtransformed semivariograms were calculated
for the grade levels (with f3 = 50):
(i) Semivariograms on the logarithm of the arithmetic mean
within the various block supports, and
(li) semivariograms on the mean of all the Iogvalues within the
various block supports.
The results for the above semivariogram analyses are shown in Figures
3.3 to 3.11. In fitting models to these experimental se:n\uvariograms, the
intended estimation was ·kept well in mind since it is not use e.g., to
/.'
specify structures on the petrographic scale if the objective is to estimate
blocks on a kilometre scale. It was observed that ineach case-a spherical
(\ . ... "
or exponential model with nugget effect can be fitted to the experimental
semivarlograms. Some weak geometric anisotropies were observed but
they were not relevant at the scale of the arlalyses. Figures 3.3 to 3.11
further demonstrate that from the 'point' values through the micro ..panel ')
'(50 x 50 m blocks) to the macro scale (1Km x 1 Kmj-spatial structures
on the grade levels .are present.
o ..' - //The whole mined out section was divided i~arious areas ranging from
L-: . '. .. ~..' '-~
10 x 10 ttl to 1 KIn x 1Km, In each case varfances within such areas
~":.. " '.'" . <-,. " . ,".. .' /7
(blocks) jVe:re caIcqlnted for the 1n(cm-g!t' + 50) ~~lues. Following a (/,
.j.: . \\ :, :,
.$imilar procedure" as used for calculating semivat4og~a.'lns for grades
_,. ',...,. . .. . o. . _. . . .. . . . . ", t:~~:, •. ' ':.. " . " ';"
({Section 3.5.2), semlvariograrn values were comrJUtyd for the variances
",'fit2in the different blocks sizes.
"3.5.3 Spatial Structures on Varianc~s
Results are shown in Figures 3.12 to 3.17 and they demonstrate the
II
presence of spatial structures on the variances. IJt was found that





FIGURE 3.3 SEMIVARIOGRAM FOR 'POINT' VALUES
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FIGURE 3.4 SEMIVARIOGRAM,.POR LOGMEAN VALUES) 50X50 M 8'LOCKS
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FIGURE 3.17 SEMIVARIOGRAM FOR LOGYARIANCE, 1Km X 1Km BLOCKS
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describe the experimental semivariograms on the variances. Figures 3.12
to 3.17 further demonstrate the presence of spatial structures on the
variance levels from the micro-panel to macro-panel scale.
The presence of spatial structares on the variances implies that additional
information can qe derived on the variances to improve ore reserve
\~.
estimates. It should be emphasized that estimates based on limited
amount of information may provide minimum estimation errors, yet these
estimates, however good, can still be poor estimates of the variability of
th'e 'trqe' values unless outside information is .brought in to eliminate
eonditional, biasses, In addition, it is a co~on incidence tll\~i,plants
I.) ,,_'
designed on feasibility estimates of variability to receive mill feed (even
with large superimposed confidence limits of the actual feed), end up
\\
undergoint\costly unforseen alterations. Thus by introducing the concept
of spatial structure on the variances, not only information on grade values
can be used. but also additional important information bn grade
variabilities can effici~':;;~~be a~ce5sed. Such ~;g~itional information on
"'c;, __I:: __ _ __ .-_ __ ... ,/
the variances if e'fficl~n£ly used will provide definite significant
improvements. in ore reserve valuation.
3.6 Simulated Dat.a for the Borehole Analyses
Ii Based on the findings in Section 3.4, the 72767 individual sampling I]
::~~;;;;:c~p:::=:~:Ow~::te:::~:~:;:~;:l~:~
to simulate 'i'mnes', On average some 3000 values were available in each
of the 26' 'mines' and these values provided the follow-up 'actual' mean
.grade and the logarithmic variance for each 'mine'. From each of these
(\
~~n~s~.9 values were drawn on a stratified basis. These were accepted
\: '''., . ,
in 'each case as the .(~quivalentof 9 single borehole values, Le., without
de~kctions. The process was repeated twice to yield a total of 60
borehole sets which were used for the analyses.
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i'3/l Distributional and Spatlal Models used for the Borehole Valuations
In analysing the simulated mine values the 3~parameter model was
accepted as a suitable model as was shown in section 3.3. The suitability
of this model on a macro 'mine' scale is demonstrated in Figure 3.2
(Section 3.3) which shows that the distribution of the 20' actual mine
grades can be accepted as normal. A test for the suitability of this model
for the 20 mines showed:
(i) a low correlation between the 'actual' logmeans and
logvaiiances after' addition of the threshold parameter of 50 (r2
== 16%)




(b) the lognormal mean ('-
of 1.5 per cent, a:nd a correlation level between the two
set~ of meanssof 99.S per cent.
The presence o£spatial st(llf'.tureson the 'mine' scale ( Le, 1 Km x 1 Km
ar~) for the grade lev~ls~Jtn:e variances have a.~o'beel};demonstra.teu
ip Section 3.5. ~e sets df~the simulateq borepole values were s9~jected
to i series of estimation procedures a~ outlined below.
.c \;'---
v 1'18 "Esti~~lation.Prot~ures used
<;j"
The fir&tprocedure "is that qfthe orthodox arithmetic rt1~~n,Le., where
the 9 borehole grades .are used at face value,"without introducing any
'additional' information.
The ~ecQnQprocedure introdu&s the knowledge of the 3~parrunetcr







The substitution of the average mine variance for the variances as
estimated from the borehole sets, yields the tilestimates as an alternative.
]birdly, the concept.of spatial structure is introduced on the elementary
basis of regression. The addltional.informarlon used is that of a parent
distribution of mine grades with known mean and variance plus the
knowledge of the error variances of the arithmetic mean, t or tilborehole
grade estimates. With this additional information. ~he required
correlation models ca.,nbe used (Krige(42)) to provide regressed estimates
for the arithmetic mean, Sichel's ~t'and til.
;,
FQllrthly~the spatial structures for the population of mine grades (and
variances) are introduced using the semivariograms observed, Acc.epting
'\
the"lognor~ai model, the borehole. esnmates an~) mine grades can be!
treated as spatial variables directly; or grade can be seen as a function of'
, ". (I
the mean of the transformed &Fadesand the corresponding variances.
~ .' ~
(~"
"""C )) .. . . ."
I<riq}n$:cirainary~d~~imple, fan therefore be done on the grades directly
or on the transformed~~d6~ (~) and variances (rf2)' sep~rat~ly .tn arrive
_, " " (;;1 '_
&t the cOl,(espnndmg grade)~$tiIDates via thee appropriate functio:q. For )}
ajpopulati~:~ this (unction ~~~~fined as follows (Kclge(42»; \~
c
o 0 Me_ap, Grade = Exp( ~ + <1-/2) - f3
-:::
() (.
1; . ~'\ :- .: . 0 - I'
oWhen'a~aling with @stirnfl,testhis [iJeiatio~rpwill be approaChe~ oply as
"tl\~)'tror vap~nces of the estimates become smale,Therefore, the correct
"relationship for small 'n' values, similar to that for Sichel's 't' estimator,
is required. As a fir~ approximation, the concef!t of the 'equiv<il~nt'
number (n) of bor~holescan be used by determining in each case the
estimated. (regressed or kriged) error variances f01:, ~ and ...r:r and
comparing these with.those ccr5esponding to orthodox estimates n~rmally.








range, of estimated variances uqd' ~~eesuivalent (n' values applicable in
this investigation, the diff<~renc~~\between using the populatlon
relationship as di$tinct from the eq,llt~,;alent'n' approach, are less than 1
per cent and the population relatian.~f!ip was t~er~fore used. For
purposes of estimating confidence limits th~\equivalent 'n' approach will,
f " Iio course, be essel}tlal. \ "
"'-<,,;:,;<::
0'3.9 Basts for Comparison of (1iftE~r(NtEstimation Procedures
.. 'Q
The estimates were statistically un:a1ysedand correlated with the 'actual'
minevalues in order to provide comparisons of the "relative improvements
shown by the various procedures. Improvements were measured by the
observed error variances of the est~f11atcs(inclusive of any small global
biasses); also! by the level of correlation between estimates and actuals
and the extent, if anYt'of the remaining conditional blesses as reflected by
the slope of the regression of actuals on the estimates.
Q ~
c
Observed error variances give a measure of the deviation of estimates \J
;, f'!" I,'
from 'actual' values. 5ho1.1i0" any estimatJon procedure giv7 perfect results
"the observed error variance should ideally be zero. Tlre observed error




ab,oU1: a mean "ofnzero. Where)l == given estimated grade, Y == the
, 1,1,
" ,,0
follow-up Cattual') grade and /,3" is the additive constant.
Conditional bias\ses'in ore valuation deserve special attenttonslnce thelr
presence will always lead to- systematic over- and under ..valuatjon iti
-' ;, ,
certain grade Ipategories as demonstrated by Krige(lS,17J• The slope of the.
I.
regression Qf. 'actual' on estimated grades provides a measure of
conditional biasses, A slope of zero indicates excessive conditional bias
whereas a slope close to one will ensure conditional unbiased ness.
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Conditional non-bias relation can be: defined statistically as:
(1)
where ~ == given estimated grad~
Y = 'Actual' grade and
E(Yl~) = conditional expc -tadcn of Y,given Y'
It should be noted that the.conditional non ..bias conditi0B- (equation (1»
is more severe than, the global non ..bias condition E(Y-~), = O. In
I G
addition, any estimation, procedure which is conditionally unbiassed will
provide a definite advantage in selective t11~ning (Krige(42), Journel and
c, . '- ~-v - :
Huijbtegts~25»); it will be shown that :~hisalso applies to global borehole
valuations of new .ulnes,
II n
I) !.. ,~;t \\ "
Conditional biasses were observed fr(~mthe early yean; of gold 1111niUgIn
South Africa. The ."valuation pro~~edllr7s were then based on the ("
arithu;1ctic averages of all values on ore block peripheries, The reason f(lr
conditional blesses was first explalneq, by Krige(15) in 1951 as an
" ,'" Ii
elementQlY statistical regression. eff.ect This lead to the use of regression
I "
corrections based on weighted av~~r~ges of the peripheral block grades
f.
and the global or local mean, value {i:". the orebedy, Krige's regression~ .~ . ~




" the present sophi~ticated lriging ptm~edures.
CJ
Ii n
3.10" ~mpirtcal Observation or Conditional BiaJes in Borehole valu~U~pr~.
"0;';:\
I) thus validating the introduetio~ of Spatial Structures on Variances for
d~Reserve Valuations
c) ('
~ detailed correlation analysis based on the errors of the borehole
~:I )
, estimates (without 'outside} information) with the corresponding variance
. . c·· 9 .•
estimates were done. c
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Conditional biasses such as were observed by Krige(15.11)in 1951/52 were
, also found on a mine-scale for the orthodox arithmetic mean, Sichel's 't',
ttl and for s<:nne kriged estimates (particularly for ordinary kriging).
Figure c3.18 shows one of these analyses for the Sichel's 't' estimates,
Similar patterns were found for the orthodox mean and til. Figure 3.18
demonstrates clearly that, for estimates based o~~a small set of values
drawn from such skew distributions, eyen the mote sophisticated Itt will
r-
result in serious conditionai biasses, Where stlch a set gives a low
graqe/or Y61l'ianceestimate, the tendency will be to undervalue the mine
grade and in the case of high oestimates overvaluai~ionwmtend to occur.
': . fr-" . .( .-~,
'The observed severe conditional blasses of the grade estimates which
.\ " -' - :i (
resulted r;om 'str~ng positive correlation of the gt!~de estimates with the
~ ij
corresponding varianc~ estimates is a clear' mot~~ati()n for introducu;g
'outSide~ information oJ,1the variance, includlng '.the, concept of spatial






T~ble 3.2 highlights the main proble~ un~rrlyi~g the .orthodox
arithmetic mean approach. Iris evid~nt that the ~rariance of the 'actual'
~ , 0
mine grades ali,0.157 is Iewer 0th.~n the error variance of the borehole q
means at"(\;:178;~U$ the regional mean grade, if acsepted as an estimate"
of an individual mine's grade, is in this sense, a slightly better ~stitr~te
than that provided by the borehole means. Howev~!t for the variaace the
coO'esponding two figures are 0.052 and O.226,Jnqifating that-the regwnal
C ('j
mean of. the 'actual' within mine variances, is a f.qr superior estimate for
(J 'I . . ", " . \")
a new mine than that shown py tbe 9 "borehole 1values. Also, on'log ..
.' .... . . Ii
tranSformation* the variance, of the actual ~~lues r~td~,cessomewhatVfrQID
. 1jO
0.157 to 0.170 hut the error variance of the boreh,1pleestimates is n¢~ly
halVed from 0.178 to ().095; this is clearly the reasJ~nwhy Sichel's ~t~will
i.,\ " . II ~
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However, this ifuprovement is severely hampered by the very high error
variance of the variance (0.226) as estimated from the 9 boreholes and
used in Sichel's It' estimator together with the mean of the 9 log-grades.
These results already stress the importance of outside information in the
form of regional averages for both grade and variance. This was
confirmed by the series of estimates carried out on the 60 sets of
borehole values, the results of which are tabulated in Table 3.3.
Compared to the arithmetic mean (1 in Table 3.3) Sichel's It' (No 2)
shows an improvement on all 3 measures of correlation with actual
grades, conditional biasses (regression slopes) and error variances. The
tilestimates (No 3) which are based on the regional average log-variance
(and ignore tho borehole variance estimate) shows a very substantial
fJtilier gain in efficiency over the 't' estimator.
Following the introduction of the further information of the parameters. "
for the distriA~~tion6f"the actual mine grades in the region via regression,
\\[-'~'" <}
or elementaryfsimple kriging, further improvements are obtained as
shown (No 4/6), mainly because this process, if efficiently applied, will
eliminate the conditional biasses arid thus reduce the erroo variances, Up
to this stage. the error variance has been reduced progressively from 0.18
(arithmetic mean), to 0.16 ('t'), to 0.11 (til) and O.0810.l.0 (regression),
Further improvements are shown when the macro spatial structure for
grades is int~fOduaedtogether with the known grades of existing adjacen~
mines. 'The ibonfigudldohs for adjacent mines are shown in Figure 3,19.
I
If the regional mean grade is ignored as lh ordinary kriging, and only one
outside mine is used, the. error variance remains at 0.10 (No 7) and
substantial conditional Masses are still present; these disappear onlywhen
a substantial number ofoutstde mines are ifttroduced (not shown inTable
3.3), i.e when the regional mean is effectively used, or with simple kriging.
C1
71
TABLE 3.3 SHOWING RESULTS OF SERIES Orrt)NALYSES FOR "MINES" ANALYSED
.,:""
Codes for additional lnlormatlon used:
Three-parameter lognormal model
For borehole values 1a
For mine grades q.1b
\\
\\
Paramete(s for population of mines:
Mean
Mean logvariancewithin mines
Logvariance of mine mean grades
Spatial Structures:
Mine mean grades .. untransformed"
Mine msan grades ~transformed., I
Within Mine vanances- transformed
(CONTINUED NEXT PAGE)
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1a 0.65 0.49 0.162
1a,3a 0.69 0.65 O.HO
REGRESSION:
4. Of arithmetic mean

















MACRO. LOGNORMAL KRfGEO ESTIMATES"· WITH MEAN GRADE OEONE Ah·IACENT MINE;
, ,.. .. t'';'
7. Ordinary - b/h arithmetic mean tb, 4a, 5a 0.65 0.81 0,,0978. Simple - nih arithmetic mean lb. 2a, 48. 0.0/ 1.16 0.0885a
9.SImPle • bih 't~ ta, tb, 2a, 0.69 1.09 f 0.082
0 4ar,,5a





- ~lTH MEAN GRAPES OP'D"JQ AOJAQ§NT Mll'l!;S:
as for 10 0.73 1.01 0.066




D as for 10
as for 10:'
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15. Simple - with 1 Mine














The remaining analyses were, .therefore, confined to simple kriging.
Simple kriging with one mine and using sequentially the borehole mean
(No 8), 't' (No 9) and ttl (No 10) show a progressive increase in
correlation, negligible remaining conditional biasses; and a progressive
decrease in the error variance from 0.09 (borehole means), through 0.08
(borehole ~t',s)to 0.07 (borehole til,S). introducing two adjacent mines
with the borehole t" , shows very small further improvements(No 11), but
when three mines are used With the borehole til (No 12), the correlation
improves to 0.71 and the error variance to 0.06.
In.orderto compare the macro krlgilitprocedure on the lognormal basis,
Il (i,e. on transformed values) with the normal approach (i.e, using
\\intransfonned values) kriging with the borehole til and three adjacent
.l
mines (No 12 in Table 3.3) was repeated with the same weights on
untransformed values (No. 13). Almost identlcal results were obtained
with a -eorrelation coefficient between the two sets of estimates of over
99 per cent. This was to be expected because the semivariogram of the
,). ._ o
transformed and untransformed grades when scaled in units 'of the
(' \\
'population variance will be identi~al if the third parameter f3 := d and"
almost identical if f3 issmall relative to·the population mean.
The robustness of such a macro. kriging estimator was also demonstrated
by substituting (or the -parameters of the distribution of (20' mines
parameters for the Vaal Reef in the Klerksdorp field obtained from
()
various other -analyses (Krige(4S) ; these parameters covered the regional
grade distributions and spatial structures. fot 1 1m1 x 1 kID areas. On
these regional parameters, the macro simple kriging with the borehole t"
and three mines (No 14 in Table 3.3) again showed virtually identical
results with the previous two analgses (Nos 12 & 13).
8D



















!The results of the analyses done on simple macro kriging of the means
of the transformed grades and their log-variances separately are shown
in Table 3.3 under Nos 15 and 16 for the borehole values with one and"
three adjacent mines respe~tively. It is evident that with one adjacent
mine there is no significant difference between this approach (No 15) and
the til approach (No 10). However, with three mines the error variance
further iml?roved from 0.06 (No 10) to 0.05 (No ••16). This seems logical
because the macro kriged variance estimate used in No 16 should. be
superior to the regional average variance used for We t" estimate on
which No 10 is based. 'i\)"
u Figure 3.20 demonstrates graphically the overall advantage gained by
estimating the grade of a new mine by macro kriging of the transformed 0
c-
grades and their variances separately (using the borehole values, the
values for J~ree adjacent mines, the regional me~:':"values,. and the~.". .- .,
regional spatial structures) as compared with the orthodox borehole
':'
arithm~tic mean. The two sets of estimates are shown in terms of units
\> .'J,'
of t~e actual mean grades of the mines and thus prOvide a. ViSual
indication of th~. narrowing of tpe observed 'Confide~ce, limits. The
central 80 per bent confidence J.imits are reduced from about ~5QI+60per
cent to~.±30 per cent. In.the practical;c~e of a new ri_ririe.;tou(fppened
up, such au. ji111provemenfinthe com.ideIia1~ofthe grade ,~st(mate will be"
of substantial signi~an~e. \, (I
\,'
. \, ,. ~\.. @ ~ Ii
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From theJ,b resl.ths the following c(j~~1usionscall be drawn. for borehole
'i





Wh~revet applicable the three parameter lognormal modef'should be
used in dealing with illdivirlu!~lborel)Q~ 'values. For th~~purpose the it'
estimator is preferred to the arithmetic mean but, given""an average of
actual variances within mines in the region the t" estimator can be better.
Where the departures from this model are significant the more general
,,;,
sub- or hyper~lognor~pal model should be considered (Chapter 2).
HOyJ~ve{,/sman sampling theory for these models is yet to be developed.
~~
/~When dealing with actual mean grades of large mining units, e.g, existing
IC~\ () lnines, there seems to be little .or no advantage in Using any of the
lognorm.al models in preference to the Normal, except for the estimation~ .
of oonfidence limits ,:wrrere some skewness is still present.
3.12.2 Macro Kriging
Macro simple kriging shows ~efinite advantages over ordinary kriging,
The most eft1dent method appears to be simple macro kriging ofthe log- o
transformed borehole and mine iradU and v¥iances separately and to









Face (panel) valuation essentially presents the same problems as the
estimation of the grade .and tonnage in mineable ore reserve blocks.
Accurate face (panel) valuations are therefore essential for optimal
"selection of payable Qft". for stoping and assist in reducing wasteful mining
!--._" .;- "
of unpayable ore, The results from face (panel) valuations are used in
production planning, gnide control and for the calculation of various !!
factors (e;g. , 'block factors'), 111~:1.~eedfor employing proper models and
;' \~ -
,{ulnation procedures to Improve Ioeal reserve estimates are therefore
essential. (,
o
'This chapter addresses this problem of face (panel) arid block valuations
by employing the same model and valuation procedures as used for the
borehole analyses in chapter 3. Conclusions are drawn, on the relative
c
importance of the various items of information accessed and the
corresPQnding adtf-ahtagt!sgained for the various procedures u~ed.
4.2 J)ata~ase and Analyses
The same database used in chapter 3 consisting of 72767 individual
o
sampling sections from Hartebeestfonteln Gold Mine irr t~e Klerksdorp
"
Goldfield was used for this analyses. In this case the are~was divid~d
into various block sizes and patterns as shown in Figure 4.1. Th.e ai:rnwas
to estimate th~ grades of 50 x 50 m blocks. A tota~ of 97 ore blocks were
available for the analysis. In principle the estimation procedures were the





:FXGOR15 4:.1 DATA CONli'XGUFU\TiONS FOR FACE (PANEL) VALUATXONS
y ~ BLOCK TO BE EST!MATED, 50 x 50 M
X1 , X2 , X3 I X4:t X5 = DATi\. B.tOCK~~
X2,X5 = 50 :It 50 M
X1,X3 = 10 x 50 M


































































4.3 Estimation Procedures Used
The fir$.!; procedure is that of the orthodox arithmetic means of available
periphery values. In th. ease, the arithmetic mean of the 'known' values
within narrow strips or blocks (e.g, 10 x 50 m blocks) along the periphery
of the' ore 'blocks are used as estimates without introducing any
'additional' information. On average some 17 values were available in
each of these 10 x 50 m blocks. These values are close to those normally




The $((C,i)l~d procedure intr~'duces the knowledge of the 3-parameter
lognormal distrlbution through the use of Sichel's It' and the. ttl estimator
(Section 3.8, Chapter 3).
J]lirsiJ,¥, the concept of spatial structur~ Is introduced on th~: eyJimentary
basis of regression. The additional information us~H is that r)'f a parent"
distribution of data block values with known mean and variances. In
addition the error variances or the arithrp.~tic mean, Sichel's It' or rO or
the orthodox blocks are used for this procedure. "D
Ebutlbl~,.the spatial structures for th~ population of datu blockja'des
(and variances) are introduced using the.semlvariograms observed, The
lognormal model is used and" the' orthodex block grades and the other
data block grades are treatect fir~tas spatial variables directly. The grade
(.'. - ') Q, - \
is ~il&~ as a functlou of the fuean (;)f the'!trinsforrned gr~de~)and the
()
correspol1ding variance~,; "Kriging> ordinary and simple, 'can be done off
" .. . 6
the grades directly or OIl tho transformed grades (~'j and variances (Q.2)
3). . 'separately to arrive at the corresponding grade estimates via the




Mean Grade ,= Exp(~ + 0'2) "fl 1'1 ~-- (1)
88
Ci
As observed in chapter 3, the range of estimated variances in this case
indicated that the population relationship can be used.
Similar to the borehole analyses (Chapter 3), comparisons of various
procedures were based on measured observed error variances (inclusive
of any small global biasses); by the level of correlation between estimates
and 'actuals' and the extent of (any remaining) conditional biasses, In all
cases the arithmetic mean of all the samples available in each of the are
blocks were used as follow..up 'actual' mean grade. Based on dispersion
variance calculations (Braun(28)) only blocks with a minimum of 50
samples were accepted as ore blocks. Only 97 of these ore blocks could
provide the data patterns required for the analysis (See FIgure 4.1). On
average 70 values were available in each of these ore blocks. The follow-
up values tbemselves will be to some extent in error, due to the limited
number of samples available in tse ore blocks. This"is demonstrated in
Figure 4.2 by the accompanying nugget effect On the semivariogram of
th~'\follow~up blocks. However, these follow-up values will provide
relative error variances of the various estimates used, as the lat~er will ~~
all cases include the-error variance or nugget effect of the follow-up
\ ,
'actual' values. For all practical enmparative purposes therefbre,' the ore
blocks follow-up estimate~\\were accepted as. 'actual' mean grades.
4.4
d;P
Distributional and Spalilll Structure Models Used
~\\(} '. C'.. (_,~
Detailed analyses for the distribution~l and spatial models used for these
analyses have been presented in (~hapter 3 (Sections 3.3 and 3.5). 1\5
demonstrated in chapter 3 the 3-parameter model ,is suitable, for
;;\
modelling the gold values, Figure 4.3 shows the cumulative probability
plot for values within the 50"x50 nfl:?)ocksand confirfnS the applicability
(\
of the 3-parameter model. Statistics for the 50 x 50 m, block values will
be sl'1ownlater (Section 4,5). S~adal structures for both the grade levels
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FIGURE 4.4 SEMIVARiOGRAM FOR LOGMEAN VALUES) 50X50 M SLOCKS
--- F1tted Model
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Nugget Effect: .oze Distom::c
93
semivariograms for gt~ i and variances for the 50 x 50 rn blocks.
(\ ",
Semivariograms based on.random selections of 1?lockSin the \vhole mined
\, "
out section indicated that, including the foUow.~p blocks iI1:~Qmputingthe
semivariogra.rn used for the analyses ShOU14(~otmake any si~nificant
\\ ~-. '
difference to the results. This further confirms the p~~ssibilityof'iu;img !I
(~'






Tables 4.1 to 4.3 show the results obtained for the face,,{panel) analyses.,,>
Table 4.1 demonstrates an important aspect of spatial correlation on
micro-panel scale. It threws more light on why the orthodox arithmetlc
\: ..
mean was Instinctively ''Usedas an",estimate of individual block grades
',~ , • V,' ' /
., bef9r~ the birth of geostatistics. Table 4.1. shows that (unlf~~ the macro-
i)
c
'mine' statistics) the variance of the 'actual' follow-up grades (for 50 x 50
,- ,\ -' 'j , i; '... . . '.l
m blocks) at 0.384 is higher than the 'error variance of the orthodcx block
,
means at 0.252 (for 10x 50 m orthodox blocks) anq 0.184 (fol50 x 50 m
orthodox block). C::,,l'lisshows that the regional mean Qfthe 'family; of 50
x '5J InBlocks when accepted as esti~,9.tefor individual block grade;}: is
in this sense worse. Based purely on expefienc~ and cammon sense, the
',', '" 'II . ", " .." 'jt Q ':
~ld miners qccepte~ the orthodox arithmetic mean esthtMt~s rather tha'~
t,118' tl';:gional mean. For thev.~~riances~the corresponding figures of 0.139\
;~d~°fo4:S~~~:~1~;o:: ::es~:~:~ttt:~;e~I~::a:~c:;~ ~,
orthodex blocks. On tog-transmrmation, the variance of the "acmal'
values impro~es' from 0.384 to 0.284' but the ettor, variance for the
orthodox block estimates reduces onl~ from 0.252 to 0.237. This
combined with the slightly higher error variance of the variance at 0.149
(. I
()
as estimated {rom the 10 x 50 m blocks explains why the customary
Sichel's t estimator will nnt be an improvement (on this micro-panel'
scale) (In the orthodox arithmetic mean. This is shown later in Table 4.2
94
.~nd.4.3 and emphasizes the need of accessing more information outside
the orthodox block if any improvement cat\be ensured.
Tabth 4.2 explains the codesused for the results in Table 4.3.'\table 4.3~ '. »
(NQ$1/6) sl7:b};.'that compared to the aritttmetic mean.Sichet's t shows no
improvement on all, 'tne 3 measures-of ccr<teJatio:nwith the follow-up
•. 1\" " ,
grades, conditiQpal bias (regresslon slope) ~hd error variance; The til
1),
(based on regional average variance) also shows no improvement on the
_ t-',
orthodox arithmetic mean even when 50 x 50 In block if;.used as 6rthodbx
t~. . -
blocks. This is because in this case orthodox arithmetic mean estimates-,
,,' .', '. or/" '\\
.' " \\base~Q?,onboth 10 X 50 rn or 50 x 50 m crthodox biocks give better \~
estirPat~s than their corresponding t""~~\timate£<No1 versus No 4 and Nq,)0/i
; 2 versus No 6, in Table 4.3). These findings sh8w that neither' the
customary Sichel's 't' nor the tl.':~stimator can provide useful estimates for
r6~1tinefa~e (panel) 'valuations in prefererxce to the. arithmeti,c mean.
Krige(46) obtained similar results on-the B r~ef at the Loraine Gold Mine.
He attributeichhese inefficiellci~s..of t an~ ttl estim.atcirs at th~ micro-panel
." ~,)
scale to a probable departure from strict log!1ormalitX'in small reef areas.
~ '. f
As a Ij,u:lher inti'::h~dono~hlf~rfu~d~;,t~giessio!l'of !~l(}C~ ~allies. .
" . •... . f' ,
which should be seen as the first elementary simple kdgmgprocedute was' '0
~) ~? . . ')
introduced. FUrther Improvements- are Qbt~l1ed thmugp.:'Srgnificu1lt
;;") .c <'
reduction of,,,conditionai biasses and error/ttriance~ ( Nos,7/111 in Table
4.3). The conditional bias reductfdn in this sensehowever refers to the
perfect situation, sin~b in Q11pract16~1 situations the actual follow-up
't /.1 .' . 0 ... '.. ' . .. .
values wll] not be available, Up to this stage therefore, the error
o
variances have been.reduced from 0.30 (t19 to 0.173/0.205 (regression).
o . -', '
o
~n order to. access more informJ,tion outside the orthodox blocks, tIle
spatial structure for the grade) is ir~oduc~,d. If the regional mean ~s!
igtlored as in ordinary krig~$})for~tu Sets band E (Figure 4.6), these
should be seen as the',oti'hodox arltlimetic me~Q.procedure (Nos 1 and 2),
c ";-j \.\ \'!-:\~
95
o\1
since all tIl,~weights are given to the. orthodox block, and the original
j'
substantial' copditional biasses and error variances are then m~intained
(Nos 1 and 2). \~tis only when the regional mean is effectively used that
these disappear tht these data configurations (Nos 12 and 13, Data Sets
-,',
D and E):'
Further improv l].il.mti~:;~btainedif inaddition to the spatial'structure for
- .' "'_ , \ '"
grades, adjacent orv"k gra(l~sare also introduced. If the qldi.nary kriging
)i
, .
procedure. liS used and two otl-1er 10 x 50 m data blocks are introduced
~" "
(Data Set C~),the correlation a~~dthe error variances improve, however
}.




Simple kHging with two other lOx 50 h~data blocks (Data Set C), using
sequentially 't' estimator (No. 17) and o1\l}0dox block arithmetic mean
(No i5), show::)progressive Increase in \ '111e correlation, negligible
conditional "biasses, as well ~ a I)rOaressi;~;, reduction in. the error= \.\~ ~
variance. Compared to regression cFherefore, tli~ procedure provides
definite significant iinprov~nlellJs i;l correlati~\. lever from 0.63
(regres~on,J to 0.73 (simple kriging) and a reduction (,r'~e error variance
.', . \\
f~Ofn;? 0,173 (regression) 'to O.J3g (simpJc:~ kt1ging). ,)1~!.ssignificant
inlprovemc:I1t'vi~ the simple, kriging procedure (with Data:::,&etC) has ~;l,.
"'\ It
very iroporta:rlt bearing on, block valuations after, putti,ng inJaisil,{Or mi~;r"H
dev~loppent purposes'. ,These results sl1b..,;v tha~,in such sitlfjlioris~'ir([he
'spqtial ;tmcture for the' grades together lt~p111~.,regiQnal mean t~~~~e)
dill be, used witb infnrmation obtained from the raises, significa1~l
cr.) '\ ..improvedestimates-can be ensured. '\.
a ~
o
Introduction of (~hree 50 x 50 In ct'rtta ,plo.cks (J)ata Set B), ghows very
similar results (compared to Data Set C), inspite of the large information
o
~, ' ,.
nccessed. D.ata Set A however demonstrates that further improvement
j;:.. ."
can be pbta,ined if one of.the three 50 x 50 m blocks ( Q~t.tlSet B) is Split
'i f'/
as shown. in D~ta Set A (See F,jgure 4.6). Thus when1bata Set A is used
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(with simple kriging) together with orthodox arithme'dc mean ( No 32)
the correlation improves to 0.75 and the error variance to 0.127. F2esults
based on SO x 50 m blocks (Data Sets A and B) show that ordinary
kriging and simple kriging procedures show similar results only whf}JA
.,',/\1;' _
enough information is accessed.
Data Set A further shows an example of the exercises done as a check for
calculattng covariances via discretization (numerical integration) and
r,
regularization for the different supporrt sizes» Results for-Nos 30 and 32
are based on discretized covariances, whereas Nos 31 and 33 are based
(i ,
on regularized covariances; Both procedures use the orthodox arithmetic
mean for kriging. The respective; ordina~ kriging (Nos 30 and 31) and
« . #
simple kriging (Nos 32 and 3,3) results from the two mettods are
practicalJy the s~me. These result!f show that covariances calculated via
discretization or regularization will give practically the same results,
(J ',)
(')n order to compare kriging procedures on the lognormal basis (i,e, on
transformed values) with the normal appro'tlch (i.e, using untransformed
values) Kriging with th~ orthodox arithmetic mean (using DataSet A) was
rep~ated with the same kriging ,weights on untranslormed values, The
results (Nos 34 and 35) are almost identical with that on transformed
o )) )!
basis (Nos 3Qand 32), This was not unexpected since the semivadt\lgram
"'. ,," i-' _ 0 _ __ Q _ ,'_ - _ _', l' _ _ _ " " of)" _ " _ ,', \:. ',J
qf the transformed and untransf?rmep grades when scaled in units of the
population variance will be identic,al if the threslfold ~p:'~rameterfl = 0
., _ II _ _ - n
and very similar if {3 is relatively small compared to the population mean.
Similar results were also obtained using data set C (Nos 20 and 21.).
I) 0
The results of the analyses t)ased on vadous kriging procedures which
\ . (', \
introduce 'Variance' as a spatial variable \~re shown in Table 4.3 (Nos
. '.' \)
36/45) .. In thi ( case the means of the trd115fo~med grades and their
v:u:iances are' fed In, th~ popnlation' fu. notion a.s shown ill equation (1).
Various krig~n ,1 ana];~,es .using Data sets A/E were done. Very similar
II
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results as observed for the direct approach (Nos 12/35) were observed.
q'able 4.3 (Nos 36/4:5) show tha-t applying this procedure leads to an
co inc~~se incorrelation from 0.63 (orthodox arithmetic mean, No 1) to
O.75HNos 42/45), redcction of error variance from 0.30 (t" No 4) to 0.13
\ "
(No\4). Similarly, negligible remaining conditional biasses are observed
qnly when the regional transformed means of the log values and their
variances are effectively used (Le with simple kriging). In addition, data
Set A shows how practically the same result will be obtained (under this
procedure) whether regularized or discretized covarlances are used.
These results show that the covariances via descretizatien (Nos 42 anql
11
44) com:pp.revery well with that of regularization (Nos 43 and 4S) for the
)\,
respective ordinary and si~lple kriging pro~f:dur~s,
4.6 Conclusions
'I
4.6.1 Distributional models and Face (Panel) ,valuation~
For -the purpose of face (pi~,nel) valuations the arithmetic mean is
{J
preferred to th~hSichel 't' or tIl estimato!? Thus the customary Sichel 't'
or til esdmator will. not be useful for routine face (panel) valUitions~
"When using the regularized mean grades as in thIS study for face (panel)
valuation, both the lognermel and Normal medelsseem to give practically
similar results ..I '_
,)
Simple kriging shows definite advantage-over ordinary kriging especially
if limited data are available. However, if more information is accessed,
very similar results are obt~ined foPboth ordinary anq simple kriging.
Block estinates obtained via the grades directly or usin~ 't\le transformed
grades (~rand varlairees (0'2) separately seem to give the same' results.
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FIGURE 4.6 DATA CONFIGURAIJ:':tONS.FOR FACE (PANEL) VALUATIONS
Y = BLOCK TO BE ESTIMATED, 50 x 50 M
X1,X2'03,X4,X5 ~ DATA .BLOCKS
X2,X5 ~ 50 x 5~.M
X1,X3 = 10 x 50 M





































SHOWING STATISTICS OF ,ORTHODOX BLOCKS ..AND SOnt i SOm.
FOLI.OW....Up BLOCKS ANALYSED
SOm X SOm BloCkS
FoHow-up
10m x 5.0m Blocks
orthodox
)\LOG VARlANCE
tl!THIN MINE SECTION LOG VAR. * LOG ERRORWITHIN VARIANCE
MINE SECTION
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0.149Variances of log values








Gr.ade - AdthlTlatic Mean
o .. H6!.1n of log values










* Error variance using the Inean of the ava.ilable block {1OxSOmQA50x50m} as;>






Table 4.2 cSHOWING COPES FOR ADOI:'.l'IONM. INFO.aMA'l'ION USED I.N 'l'Al:1LE 4.3
::;
eocles for adct}tional inforntation used:
Three parameter lognormal model (See 4.1)
X1 'Itor 10m x 50m (orthodox) data block values., ••.••••.. ta
::<2 :For .SOmx 50m data ..(used as orthodox) block grades •• 11::>
X3 For other \ 1mx SOmdata block grades •.••••••.•••••• '10
X4 For 40m x SOmdata block grades •.•. ,.••••••..•••••.•• 1d
X5 For o.,~,f:?' SOmx SOmda.ta blocks 1e















Mean logvariance within hlo~k
t.ogvar.:i.ance of block m." ·:ades
iMean log 9rad~~ for bloOKS within
,mine ~ecti,::2'.:' .' 0 ,,<
\,)
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Me~~ grades - un~ransformed (direct)
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DATA SETS 0 AND E
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'1'E;~HNIQUE Addition Correlation Reg.Slope Observad
Inform. Coefficient Actual/ Log errot'
~ co':';es EstiIrtate vadanceor estimate
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(I .' ". '"=---.'~QmmilWi M!~ E~r,l;W~~I.w;tTli DATA SC ..i,
22. Ordinary ..orthodoJrr nl~4a,6a
arithmetic mean '1/








O.13 (I • 81 ().1,~;l
(I .73 '1 ·05" a 132
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0.71 1 ...25 0 .•148
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Table~~t:3 (Continuation)
TECHNIQUE Addition. Correlation Reg:'SlopeInform. Coefficient Actual/
... Carles . J1'~timate
~:.., ...._--c-)i,--------·~~
¥QgNOru1At KR!GED ESTIMATED ~4THDATA SET A ~D .
28. Ordinary'" orthodoxJt I
29. Simnle ~ orthodox
11:'''''''
30. Ordinary .. orthedoxadthmetic mean





























































AddU.\itm.Cot'rela tion Reg. Slope Observed
!nform. Coefficient Actual I Log error-Codes Estimate variance
of estimate
KRI~;eO EST!MATES VIA LOG-GRADES AND. LOG-VARIANCES











































O. 7S 0.91- 0.127
\i'
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5 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1. Summary and Concluslens tnr Geeloglcal and Distributional Analj;ses
from CIiapier 2
The study in Chapter 2 showed that, though, the 3~pararneter model is a,
practically. '.'reasonable model, especially for the estimation of the
population mean of the gold distributions, the-usual assumpticn that gold
grade distributions follow a 3-parameter law is not always true, As a
result, tbe plot orine empirical cumulative frequency dish'ibution is very
{! .
ri~cessacyto test departures from lognormality,
The studY-also showed that the new models also pro~~de good estimates
of'the population mea~ of the gold diStFlbt1tion$~,Arl.?ther outstanding
\._\ \J .. 'II
"fea~ure..)V!'iCh makes t~enr.~ . distrlhutl~.nsmore attrlttt1e is the fact th.at'
no "inherent theoretical/problems woukr be ;>anticipat,rd. The new
distributions als~seem 'Vi givh better estimates when larg~~rmining areas
~ ~
"are under cons! dratioi,. " 'l\ (J \1
, ,I 0 ~ II
i, 0))
I 0
This study further sh~ws tfiat ili tt1pr~,than 95 per cent of the cases the
compound ~ognorm~ model.could be ;used far mo1kmng the gold grade
,distributions. This i~dicates that the compound lognormal model is more \~
,appHcable for mOdJUng the gold grade distributions in the Witwatersrand \2. ,>
placers than the LNwGIG model.
\1" 'c, It is however I,worth noting that, change of support and small sampling
theory have to be resolved for the new models. One approach to, the
change of support problem would be to.)empftically veri~, a working






parameter modets.Since the 3..parameter model is a limiting case of I~e:::"
new models it would seem very likely that the permanence hypothes,~(l~
an attribiite shared by these other (family of models. The cifferGFce '(
between these faYAWY of models ,rtf large, su~pb;t sizes (as against the J/hi1/ "
" . II )'
sample values on which these results are based) '1§ another intere1~ng
area of research. It will also be useful to draw small sampl:~ sets t~'o.1tl
the 72767 Vaal Reef data for small sampl~ analysis using tI~e~~\Vm~~eIS.
Variability analysis for the ';:fewmodel parameters can also be of praJ~ical
US~)both t~r.borehole valuation as well as local ore reserve esti!lllf~""














procedures (including the Sichel 't'), Macro kriging procedures should
therefore be used to ensure minimum error variances as well as
conditional unbiased global estimates.
5.2.3 Distribution Model for Global Valuations
Wherever applicable the three parameter lognormal model should be
used in dealing with individual borehole values, For this purpose the (t'
estimator is preferred to the arithmetic mean but, given an average of
"
actual variances within, mines in the region the t" estimator can be better.
'Where the departures from this model are significant the more general
sub- or hyper-lognormal (LN~GIG or CLD) model should be considered
(Chapter 2)•. However, small sampling theory for these models is yet to
o
be developed. When dealing with actual mean grades of large mining
units, e.g. ~xistin~ mines, there seems to be little og 110 advantage in using
any of the lognormal models in preference to-the Normal;' except for tl1~
"




o Macro simple kriging shows definite advantages, over ordinary kriging.
;" r,.' 1\
1{)e most'effidtnt method appears to be simplerriMro krigihg of the log"
~ . '. . ~ i
transformed borehole and mine gra;de and varta)~icesseparately and to
c~mbi~liet~ese to arrive at the grade ~stinlater"")~ new"mine.
,'''"".?F' ',_\
\' ~,
SUJlllll.~~~6Ybq1"'IU$i9'for Routine Fit"" (pan~?ovaluatio~~.frOnl
ChMlter 4 '.J ".'. \'
\~..__ .
c'
5.3.1' Distributional Models in Face (Panel) Valuations
() Unlike global analyses, the arithmetic mean is preferred to the Sichel It'
or til estim~br for face (panel) valuations". In addition, when using the
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of)
regularized mean grades for face (panel) valuation, both the lognormal
and Normal models seem to give practically similar results .
• 1
5.3.2 Kriging at Mtero-Panel Scale
7
Simple kriging shows definite advantage over ordinary kriging espedally
if limited data are available. However, if mbre information is accessed,
('\
very similar restllts are obtained for both ordinary and simple kriging.
('\
Block estimates obtained via the grades directly or using the transformed


















RESULTS OF THE CAsE STUDY OF THE THREE DISTRIBUTIONAL
MOOOLS. :l.~~ C?MP~GN()RMAL A}W l,olt
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The Cpmpound Lognormal Distribution has a mixing distribu tion
capable of describing the underlying geological model as described









where tjt(xJq2) is a eoriditional probability law for lognormal
o distribution with different logarithmic variances and a linear
ii'relutionship. between the means "and variances (02) of the
logarithm of the observations (x ::;:In(c~:'$/t). /,A!so 8(0-2) is the
,.,'--')-- <>
app'ropr1;~te'mixing dist~ib~tion of th~ logarithmic variance 1]2,
Sichel(3) originally observed thisc'li:tlear relationship between thE'
logmean, and the Iogvarianc« parameters in his work with
diamonds. This 1in:eat~elatio,nship has '~stbee"n observed ,witl1 ~










the mean ot. the lo,garithrn of the observations, and a"
two constants. I)
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If we assume that the mixing distribution of the logarithmic variance a2
,/
follows a Pearson Type III function (Gamrna]:
(3)
where p, > 0 antt"'r > 0 are two parameters and r?" ;::: O. Then the CLD










where X·:al In z (woo < X ::> + coYand p, 7', a and b are p~ram.eters. kj"1/~~f=
Js the auxiliary ltlOdiffed Bessel function of the secQ~d kind-of ord¢r~(r-
'~" ,", ' -,"" ;~







where x == In{~, c- 00 <: x + co ), z := observed ore value in em. g/t
o 0
rJ which is the auxili?ry modified Bessel functiog of the second kind. "
The four parameters of the distribution are:
o
a == location para~eter, ...'~ .,.<: a <: '+ «>,
S ::: spread parameter, S > 0
0°
c = skewness parameter, 0 :s; e < 1
"v :.::kurto,sis parameter, \l > ..fi2
'/;'
o
,B1.2 MOMENT ESTIMATION OF ,PARAMETERS OF' COMPOUND
" ,.
LOGNORMAL DISTRIBIJTION




"((, , ... ~,
mpr:der to obtain 1pe standardised form of the ,CLDwe make ~~
1:_ .c' ouaear transJormatl.On"~II
o
u == s(x .. a) i hil = six .. 'at; and
i.'
-g == :t.:I£
~ follows that c,
















(1 2)v+1/2<p(u) .. •-g . e-gtJlufYKy(lu~
2v fir!v .;.1~2)
where."oo -c u < + C¢ •. From (6) it follows that
o
+J'" etgtJlurK (/u/}du *' 2vfitr(v +1/2)
_. . v (1 .~g2)V +1/2








The cumulant generating function using (9) is






TheJir8t ibur central moments for the standardised form can then be
\iV\-;;I~- If, _' _ •• _ _ _ _ :
genes~i~dllSing equation (10) and are given below





l('u\ _ (2v + i)(±{C)
111 I (i-C)"
(11)
(u) _ °2(2v + 1) (3 + oJ (±{O) 1Jls (1. _ 0)3 (13)
1\
(U\ ...3t2v +,1)••(2\1+ 3)(1 + c2) +2.{2v + 7)0
C? (.44' I ~ (1- 0)4
{14}
c
The Pears<wt's shape 90efficiencs ate:
o
ll~(U) ... _ 40@! 0)2 ,. "~X




Where (31(X) and (32(;<) are the skewness and kurtosis coefficients
c:-Jsp~CtivelY, ,)Note t~at. ~ue to .•..tile linear ~,ransformation ~hese t~<tl:
coefficients are the same 1.0 bo~h~?and 'u' units. Since'"
t x = u/s + a "U '~;
& . ~
the moments of the ~-varHible can then be derived fr~'r that of .'u',
Similarly, the .first ~)mo.ll'.ertt.esti1lfa..te about thel~igin vf the




A/·· .[.. 1- C .](Yfl/2) '"
llt(Z) .. - . .··.2 " exp(a}'1
1 - (115= fC) . II
(17)
'fhis is the mean estimate of the underlying phpulation of the observed
values in a compound lognormaf distribution.
Bl.3 ESTIMATION OF THEli'Olm, PARAMETERS OF TilE CLD




.. 2a2-3P1-6V1(~t 10'0 !)~."....", .'....r ,
'I11is.equationiS solvyd iterativClY,'i~~ Newton-Raphson technique to










which gives" the second parameter itt terms Of. the already estimated c




u =,s(x ~a), and x ::: uls + a
Thus





1/ where J.l.i(x)is the mean of the logarithm of the observation. Substituting
\ fram(11)
a... I (x) ...(2v + 1 }(:!:JC)
IJ.1 . $(1 _ 0)
Finally, due to the linear transformation in: (20),
(22)





If R == ~~l.~(,lVi" --+ ®
','; - ,'; :.w:.-----.-- C
I'z(x) '::::3
I'
~){"-l'Thus \......',"', ,. ,( "
for c=:O aud'¥ ..~;!COpJ51(X) =0 0 and f3i{x) == 3 which implies a normal
distribution,Jot 'the ;x-variable (x == lnz)•
s, ' 120
B1.5 REGION OF APPLICABILITY OF THE CLD
From (15)
(24)
substitution of (24) in (16) gives
o




Thus" the em is applicable only if the condition.in (25) is satisfied.
o






ESTlMATION OF.P,t\RAME:TER.S OF LN .. GIG JYISTRlIUJTION '
Tllet"GlG diStr(~:ti"~ ll.ri:i~fromthe IOga~ithmiCttllnSform~tlon of
ilie Generalised !~ierse ,Gaussian "Distribution (See Jorgensen(47)y. It is ~,'
a ":l')' flexible <liSll' but)oJ1 .and cao pe both lePtokurti~ and platykurtic, C








where x ;;:::lnfz), ~ co < x < + co') and z is the observed ore value in
em. g/t., Ky(b) is the modified Bessel function of the second kinltl of
order y and argument b. The four parameters are:
~ ;;:::location parameter ( - 00 < ~ <: + co )
-s ::: scale parameter (5 ;;:.0)
b ::;.kurtesls.parameter (b > 0)
v y == skewne,ss parameter ( • 0:) < y. < + c¢' )









The rthmoment 'about the origin for the standard-form from (28) is then
I' ... ~.. .'
...eo
')/ c 6 1 f




The first fo~r ~ome~~s 1rout the origin of the stand~rd fO:It'l using (29)
are II \\
...








il~(U) == 1 f U3sinh(yu) e-bCOshudU (32)
Ky{b) 0
..
" J.I!(U} - k)b)[VCOSh(yu) e,bC()ShUdv (33)








R (u), .. 'A(X\ .. .' IJ,iu)














f.L~(x) - ~ + Sf.L~(u)
and
~ "I-L.~(x) - SJ.t~( u)
~here V'l ;'(x) is the mean of the logarithms of the observed gold values, I \.
"and J..l./'(u)is as defined itt (30).
Also we have a~;lexact condition 'for the followk" due to the linear




~2,:8 THE'LN ..GIG MEAN EstIMATE








q>(Z) .. A(X) dX
dz
and






where 0 < z < eo • From (34) the rth moment about the origin of the z-













f!tJ(U) du ... 1 •... f eyu-bCO$hudu ~ 1 '(37)







f eyu-bcoshudu = 2K/b} {38}
Hence (36) becomes
I (z) _ e'~Ky+,.s~)
(.I." K.,(b)
if r w I
This is')the mean of the underlying population of observed, values using
~ the tN~GIG' distribution. Similarly, it can be "shown that the moment
IJ
generating funcqon of the x-variable is
Ql
M (t), ... ~~ K't1t8(b),
. x K (b)r .'
i'
i)
B2.4 ~HE LQGNORMAL PIST~IBU'l'ION AS'A LIMI~\~G CASE OF THJ~ ',
LN..GIG DISTRIBUTION
I' . <
" In its standard form LN-GIG distribution is (i
o
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To be ~ymrnetric we have to make y = 0
















it ,,1 b(1-1-]i-4f~"')lp(u} .. " e
.j2.1r.,(lifE)
ii" / '
But u :::::ex~I~)Is is ~'elativelysmall) being a kind of a standard measure.









1 ~--.'<p.(u} .. - e 2 Olb}
,~'j:~(Jlfb)
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PROGtuM LISTING 0 FOR ~..PARAMETER, COMPOUND




























Additive constant (or threshold parameter for the 3~
,parameter lognormal model ',~
The sqllare of the.skewness .coefficient
The kUrtosis ,ftJ~:m£jlent
I~_..~~~_.J
Skewness parameter for the Compound lognorI1lyl "
/, \)
distribution (CLD)
Square toot of C (Skewness parameter of CLD). It
is negative g .,the distribution of the natural
logarithms of the observed values is negatively
skewed.
o Q::-.::..-::=.
The 'Sample mean of the natural logarithms of the
observed valu~s.




Spread p~rameterJorJhe eLf;) o
Location parameter for the GilD)) ,
Kurtosis parameter for the Log-g~nel"alised 'Inverse











C .rms PROGRAM CAJJCULATES 'THE NATUR~;L LOG, OF GIVEN DATA





WRITE(*,*) ,* * ,
WR~IE(*/")'* THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES TH:.C NATURAL '4f:~
WRITE(* ,*) '*
o

















WR1TE{*,*) ~* At.JTHOR: W Assibey-Bonsu .. ,
WRlTE("', *) '*******~**********~)'1'''''*'''''''''******')!t''*****j!''!' .'
";:i . ,
WRITE(* ,It) , f o ('I"









WRlTE(*I*) 'WHAT IS TH~ TOTAL NUMBER OF SAMPLES IN THE INPUT FILE'
:~J,




WRIl'E(*,.*) 'PLEASE SUPPLY VALUE FOR BETA'
READ(*,"') BETA
10 00 20 I :;: 1,N






























1'HlS PROGRAM CALCULAJ'ES THE UNIVARIATE STATISTICS OF GROUPED
LOGARITHMIC DATA (INCLUDING THE FIRST FOUR CENTRAL MOMENTS)
FOR EOVAL GLASS INTERVALS Of ONa IN LOG UNITS. IF DlFFERNT CLASSi:~ .. -
INTERVALS ARE TO BE VSED THEN THE RELEVANT SBEPPARDS
CORRECTlON SHOULD 'BE DONE.














'WRrtE(*,*) hi< THIS PROGRAM cALCl}LA'tES ·tT7;-S~~,.-"~ARITE




WRITE(*'*) 'o!' ,," I,l >, Q
\VRITJ;(~.*) ,*0 MINING ENGINEERING DEPT"
o ",,' " '. a
WRlTE(*,*) '>it, tJNr~IERSlTYOP THE \VlTWATERSRAND
WRITE(*,"') 'If< "
WRITE(*. *) 1*
WIUTE(~) '* AUTHf.(R: W Assibey.:J;~u
.~). .'. . '·}···.'1 '. 0 . ..
WJ?D£(*, *). ,***.***********,,!,IiI*~*******~*,:~,***********iI!t
\l "WRtTE("',!) •• Q
o
WRITE("',"') 'W~.T IS THE NAME OF THE INPUT FILE'


















OPEN(8,file ==OUTNAME,status '" ':N~W')
/'_--_:
WRITE(*, *) 'ENTER 0 IF EQUAL LENGTH Il.'.'TERVALS,& 1 OTHERWISE'
READ(*, *) rp~OG
IF(JPROG.EQ.O) T:aE~\
WRITE(8, *)'PROGRAM FOR (NTERVALS OF EQUAL LENGTH'
ELSE
,




101 FORMAT('CLA~S INrERVAlSi,5X/OB~ FREQ!) "\\
'\




WRltE(*,*) 'ENTER THE TOT.I~LNUMBER Of' CtASSES "
\' I "
& 'ADD ADD}PONALi~!t'CLASS~ AT EACH END'
& '\VlTH ~O FR.EQUI!NCIES'
READ(*.*) NuMF I
\VRlTE(*,*) 'WHAT IS TM tli;t.ER LIMIT OF THE 1ST CLASS'
il r
READ("',"') FSTUPL j/ I
'!'EMP *' FSTUPL - WIDl I
c IQ
I _ ,
READING UPPER LIMITS & DeSERVED FREQUENCIES~"l I \0
!
DO 10 I "" l,NUtvg;-
READ (lO,*) ULlM(I),013S(I)
, C \\-'RITING CLASS LiMITS TO OUTPUT FILE, ,
,
,;? , I d
WRITE(8,103) TEMPfULIM(I),lIPBS(l)
!






N == N + O:8S(1)
IF(I.NE.l) WI:02 == (ULIM(I)·LLIM)/2
MIt> ::; UUM(l) ~WID2
LUM :: UUM(!)
M?- '" MID "'MID
Tor::; rOT +MID *OBS (1)
MD2 ;:::MU2+ M2*OBS(1)
Ii'
MU3 ::= MU3 + M2*MlD*013S(l)
/'>,.







CM2 "" MUt .. XBAR "XB..\P_
IF(IPROG.EQ.O) CM2 :: CM2 -1./12
SO <l:; SQRT(CM2)
\\
CM3:;: MU3 .. 3*XBAR*MU2 + 2*XB;AR**3
_-C'\
",. CM4 >;!. MU4 - 4*XBAR*MU3+6*XBAR*XBAR*MU2,.3*XBAR**4\\ ". ,





""'" C WRITING OUTPUT~""
60 WRlTE(8,lq6Y TO'fAL FREQUENCY == ',N
rI
WRITE(B,106) I '. XBAR ='tXBAR
WRI1'E(S,106)'2ND CENtRAL MOM~NT :;:',CM2
"WRlTE(S,106),STANDARD D:EtVIATION ,..';SD
WRlTE(8,106)'3RD CENTRAL MOMENT ;:;:',CM3




































C PR.OGRAM'tO ESTIMATE C PARAMETER IN THE COMPOUND LOGNORMAL
(\ ~
C DISTRIBUTION USING NEWTON RAPHSON TECHNIQUE





WlUTE(>k *) .'" \\ ,-- .-:~i
; 1\ .r/~>\j ': '._ (\
WRITE(*,*) -rms PROQRAM CAL(;ULA'tES 'l'Hi , ~'i>,~RAMETER, >1<'
\\ . "~I .',~ , ,
WR"""""'(* *)'''' 0 \: ,; '( ro",. '\.,,'
. s..\J.~- 'I \1 _ _ _ _ .: _ __ l~? :;, \~r"'''1_l
-ylRl1'E(*,*) 'II< C-VALUil IN THE COMPOU);-!D ~~\~I\IML D!IS'l;~fi3UTION '" I
WRlTE("',"') '* ;:\ '"
WRITE(*, *) ,." * ,; <\
WRlTE("',"') ''''MINING ENGINEERING DEPT. \\,
\\~
WRlTE(l{(/,,) '* lJNlVER~ OF THE WITWATERSRAND
" (/ 'WRlTE{*\'!'\" '*
o _ ~ "h;)
'WRITE?',*) ,>It








i _ __ _ _ _ ,

















C CHECKlNG CONDrTION FOR THE USE OF.COMPOUND LOG. MODEL
25 IF( BETA2 .GT. O.5*(3.0*EETAl. + 6.0» GO TO 26
WRITE(*, *) I ,
WRITB(*, *) 'CONDITION FO~ COMPo LOGNOMALI1;:Y NOT MET'
STOP (\ ((-'





CALCULATION OF C VALUE USING NEWfON :RAPHSON TECHNIQ1JE
1\
START ,ITERATION ARBlTilARY AT A REALISTIC APPROXIMATION"











27 CNEW * 0,· CC( :t,O·CI~'" (3.0+C»/( 3.0 + 6.0'" C ..C * C »)*
2«C • ( Q '" ( 1.0-0 )11<*2)I (3.0+0 )**2 »
rv(' (I
WR.rrE(''', *) • • e-!
WItrtE(*,"') CNEW
'iVRITE(*.*) N
WRrrE(8, *) " ,
C CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE
o
"
JF(ABS(C .. C~'EW) .LT. l.E-l5) GO TO 29
c CHECK COUNTER u:




100 GO TO 27
30 W"lUTE("',"') 'FAlLS TO CONVERGE AT N == 20 ITERATIONS'
29 WIUTE(8,"') 'RESULTS OF THE ROOTS FOR CVALTJE'
WRlTE(8t *) , ,
WR:rrE(8,*) 'BETAl """BETAl
WRITE(8,*) • )
WRITE(8, *) '13ETA2."" ),BETA2
WRf~ ~8,*).1





. 'WR.l1'E(*)*) '.RESULTS OF THE ROOTS FOR CVALUE'
WRl1'E(*,*) 'SETAl =t,BETAl
WRITE(*.*) 'BETA2, # ',BETA2
o
\VRlTE("',*) 'Q VALpE' '" ',0










C PROGRAM TO ESTIMATE TBE ~!BER THREE PARAMETERS (V,S,A) FOR
C COMPOUND LOGNORMAL DISTRI~PTION AS WELL AS,TBE COMPOUND
'\'










\VRITE(*:),'* "nns ~IROGRAM CALCTJLATES 01'BER PARAMETERS *,
WRlTE(\*) '* (V,SA) AND THE COMPOUND
* t
o
WRITE(*, OIl) ,* LOGNOR.MAL DlSTRIBUTION MEAN ESTIMA'"fE
ytRITE(,''.*) ,*
WRITE('" *) '* )/, \ J
WRrrE(* *)"'* \, .;
, \' ,i; o
WRITE(*, *) II" \.:tL~lNG ENGiNEERING DEPT.
~, ,', "







't\1RrrE(*,*) '* * ,
~IVR~(*,*) '* AUTBP'R: W '&sibeY·Sonsu
'<.1





\VRlTE(*,*) 'WHAT IS THE NAME OF THE OU1'FUT1~ILE'
iWRITE("', *) • •
lREAD(*/(a80)') OUTNAME
I;JPEN(8,ft1e'4eutname.status« 'new')\1
C READING BETA], AND ;BETA2 AND OTfIER VALUES





C DETERMINING THE SIGN OF SQR-T(e)
WlUTE(*1*) 'WHAT IS THESKEWNESS OF THE LOG VALUES'
WRITE(*,*)' ,
WRlTE(*,*) , 1 = POSITIVE SKEWNE$S, 2, "" NEGATIVE SKEWNESS'
WRl'l'E('¥'*) J ,
READ("',"') SKEW
10 JF(SKEW .EQ. 2) GO TO 100.
CROOT = SQR.T(C)
GO TO 11
100 CROOT ,.. -SORT(C)
o
C GALCtJLATING V




WRtTE(8,*) 'THE VALUE OF V "" ',V co.
WRITE(*.*)' ,
WRl1E(*,"') 'TIlE VALUE OF V -t, V
CALCULATING S
12 $1 Ole:< (2.0"'V+l.O)"'(1.O+C)
82 ... LVARX*(I~O-C)U2 ;!
S .. SORT(S1/52) II
WRITE(S *)' ; II'=!::~;:al!VALtOps~'$
WRn'E(*,*) "tHE VAUJlf OF S ",,'J s
II
I;
CALCULATINQ THE VA.LUE OF A
D
c
13 A1... (2.0*V +1.O)*CROOT
Al,;oo S*(l.O.C)




WIUTE(8, *) ('1'HE VALUE OF A ::: ',A
VIRlT~(*.*) ., {'
_. O;'WRITE(*l') 'THE VALUE OF A ='.A
~ ~
C CALCULATING THE COMPOUND LOGNORMAL ESTIMATE
))
14 NOM == (1.0~C)
DNUMl := (1.0/S+CROOT)**2
DNUM .. 1.0 - DNUMl
EST1. "" (NUM/DNUM)**(V+O.5)
o 15 ESt2 "3 EXP(A)
16 ES'l'lMATB ."" ESt1 * ESt2
WRlTE(8, *)' •
wroTE(S;"') 'THE CO~POUND LOGNORMAL ESTIl.\ttATE == ',ESTIMATE
W.RITE("', *) I ,









C nns PROGRAM F1TS A TBEEORETICAL MODEL FOR tHE COMPOUND












WRlTE(*r *) '* THIS P~Q~RAM FITS ~\ THEORETICAL MOl?EL




I_I I' '" ,
(I WRITE(*,~) ,* MINING ENGINEERING bEPT.
WIUTE(01o,*) '* UNIVERSITY OF THE WITWATERSRAND
WR:rrE(*,*}o'*
WRtri0ll't*








~!TE'(*,*) 'WHAT IS THE NAME OF TJl£ OUTPUT FILE'
WRrrE(*,*) , ,
READ(*,l(aSOy) QU'TN,'AME
-: OPEN(8,file"'Qutname,status lOt 'new),",7
I', WRlTE(8,1oo)




C INPutING ORDER VALUE(V)
WRlTE('" ,*) 'PLEASE .SUPPLY VALUE FOR ORDER'














WRITE("',*) 'PLEASE SUPPl.Y TIm VALUE 'FOR SPREAD PARAMETE:R(SY
WRITE(*,:It) ~ ,
read(*,*) S
;:;~C lNPUTING VALVE FOR PI
Pl .. $.141.5~53S8979323S46
Cf;
WRrl13(*,*) 'WHAT IS mE TOTAL NUMBE~ SA~\ """\Sp}__,~,';) vi
R'C'A "n(*,*) ·NOM...· . /;::;;;::;;:;::--:~"l~. \ (,
~ II' ./." '-""-.':; \
WRITE(',') 'l'J..EASE.•st.ii>i'IN c,& 5.QlpfC) v.. i\Lt1El£iSVWNE." j •SSPARNdETER)'
VJIUTE(*~*) 'IF LOG .DISTEIBUTION IS NEc;\nVE~Y S:rd.~ED' SQRT(e)· IS',
, ' ~<'




COEm == NUM*(l.O-C)**(V +0.5)




WRITE(*,*) 'COJ;FFICIENT OF THE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION=>,COEFF





INPUT V~UE FOR LOCATION PAR.~R(A) o \
~l 1/ \(, )}
WRITE("'s") 'WHAT IS THE VALUE FOR THE LOCATON PARAMETE\~(A)'
READ(*,*)A
WR,ITE("',*) ,.,
wRITE(*, *} .$UPfLY THE INlTIA.LX (X "" Loq?!~n:VALUE AND THE TOTAL"
" 2 l~mM13EROF x CLASSES(10 x TOTAL truMBER Of' ClASSES),
\'i .. - \,
READ(*,"') IN,KK,





o BESSEL := INTE(j(LOWER,uPPER,HYPB)
,
WRlTE(*,*) , I
"WRlTE(*,*) 'OR.PBR ~'.V, 'ARGUMENT •.=',B, 'MODBESSEL =', BESSEL
I
ORD!,.,. EXP{~OOT*Bl)*(ABS(B»**V*BE~SEL
ORP =. C6~FF*O.RDl I "
"lJ .:1 ..
co t),_,







C THISISnIB ENDOF TI·n~,MAIN l).OGRAM
END I)
C THIS IS TItE SUBPIA~OGRAMTO CALCULATE THE BESSEL INTERGRAND
FUNctION :aYPB(X)
REAL*8 X,V,B
COMMONV,B ,. '. '.. . .... u


















,.,REALt8 FUNCTION ll'JTEG(A, s, FUNe)
REAL*8 A,B,f'{,ENDS,TWO;fmJR,oLrilNT,'I'
lNfEGERr N,l ..",
'C lNttfALIZE THE l~RG~TION :Pl<O~ES~1
H .. (S-A)/2.0









OJ..DIN'I' ::= H /3.0 '" (ENDS + 4.0 '"FOUR)
C EVALUATION LOOP
25 H == a /2.0
N = 2*N
TWO == 1..WO +. FOU.lt
I)
FOUR"" 0.0
T::: A + Ht,
DO 261= 1,N
FOUR::: FOUR + PUNC(T)
26 T ... '}"+ Ii + H
INTEG'" H /3.0'" (ENDS +2.0>1<TWO + 4.0'" fOUR)
WRITE("', *) I •
'i
WRITE(*,"') JINTERGRAND VALUE AT THIS ITl$RATlON ",."INTEG
WRl'I'E(*,"')'rOT~~JiUM1~':R OFDIVISION == ',N
/:v
\) /1//
CHECK COt&ERGENCE FOR EXCESSIVE NUMBER OF ITERATIONSc
'"








C PROGRAM 6: USES INPUT F'ROM PROGRAMS S,9 OR 10
. I \\ . . -
C IN EACH CASE OUTPUT·X .NO 'ORD' ARE USED FOR INPUT FILE
C PROGRAM 'TO CALCULATE THE EXPECTED FREQUENCIES








WRITE(*,~) ''I< TRIS pR.OGRAM CALCULA.TES EX1>Et.TED
\ ,:.
WRITE(*:) '* ;FREQUENCIES FOR THE " "
WRITE(·, *) '* COMpOUND LOGNOR?"fAL DISTRIBUTION,
y.rRITE(*/') '*
WRlTE(*/') ,,.
WRITE.(*,"') ') MINING icNGlNEERtNG DEPT.
WRITE("', *)0 UNIVERSITY OF THE WITWATERSRAND
WRITE("',"') 'if<
WRrrE(*, *) "'1




WRlTE(>!\ "') , •
WRlTE(*,*} 'PLEASE SpPPLY NAME FQR THE.IN~UT l~lLE'
WRITE("',*) • I
READ(* ,'(a80)') INNAME
OPEN{lO, File .. inname, status*:old')
WRrrE(*,*) 'PLEASE SUPPLY N~ME'FORTHE OUT£>UT J;1ILE'
WRlTE(",,*) , I
READ('" ,'(a8O)') OUTNAME





















C PUrnNG A COUNTER POR THE FINAL DO LOOP CALCULATION
WRITJ,;:("\*) 'WHAT IS THE NUMBER OF VALUES IN THE INPUT FILE'
READ("', *) 11
m~U·7
C R.EADING THE FIR.ST 9 VALUES FROM tHE INPUT FILE








Co KEEPING tHE THE FIRST RECURRING ORmN~....it INA VARIABLE CALLED,. .. ". . ,-'.. .. ,
CoONE













,_ .. _. .. )/. ... .. 0
CAl.CULA'tING THE REMAINIG EXPECTEO,FREQUENCIES
4Q KK* N+7




" WRITE("', *J,,~(llt'o/ALUEQ:> ",










333 f'ORMA't(2X;CLASS MIDPOINT VALUE·· ',2X,F5.2,4X,F15.8)
C PUTTING RECURRING VALUE IN 'ONE' AND INCREASING N VALUE BY CINE
ONE = VALUE(I)
N ::::;N + 1
IF(N.LE.III) GO TO 40

















C PROGRAM TO SUM THE EXPECI'ED FREQUENCIES FOR THE







WRITE("',*) '''' THIS PROGRAM SUMS THE EXPECtED




WRITE(*, >Ii) '* MINING ENGINEERIl'l'G DEPT.

















WRlTE(*,*) 1..~SE SUPPLY THE NAME' FOR THE INPUT FILE' 'z
\' • (J
WRlTE(*, *) , ,
R~(*,'(a80)'} INNAME
,,0:;, '\
QPBN(l.O.File l1li mname, status='dld') "
wRrrE(*,*~, 'PLeASE SUPPLY TaB NAME F~.THE OQTPUT FIl.ti;




OPEN(S, File ...,outname, status::;lnew')
(\
C READING N VALUE
c:\





10 1)0.20 I :;: lIN
READ(10, *) FREQ(1)
SU1vl "" SUM +FREQ(I)
20 CON'rINtJE



















r; TI-nS PROGRAM CALCULAtES tHE GAMMA AND BETA PARAMETERS r'OR.
C FOR tHE t.N-GIG lJISTRlButlON











WRITE(.1<, *) ,~*"''''****"'*'" "'*"'****ri."'*"'* "''II*********""1,,,,* ."'* ***** "'''''''''''''
~(*,*)'''' (.\
WRITE(*,*) '* THIS PROGRAM CALCUl..ATES tHE GAMMA
wRlTE(l(J,*} .'" AND BEtA pAR,AMaTERS
''::'. ". ..





a . ,., WRll1.t(*, *)"'''' lJNlVE.'RSITY OF TH,E WlTWA'rERSRAND
o
WlU'l:'E{* J*) ,* ,"
WIU'J'E("', "') ••'*











C INPUTING SKEWNESS PARAMETER





WRITE(*,*) 'PLEASE SUPPLY APPROX, VALUE FOR ARGUMENT{B)'







'WRITE(*. "') • ;
WRITE(*,*)' =', BESSEL
~ • <
WRl'fp(8,*) 'Mqi1",BESSEl. ;:\ BESSEL
\VRIT~(8t·)• ,
<;:1 :-
C CALCUL'l'ING MEAN OF U ABOUT ORIGIN I.E tJ PRIME 1 OF U
c co Cf -j
LOWER:: 0.0
" (1 \<,
UFPER .;>< lO.O \
MEANUl ;10 ,~NTEG(LOWER,U~ER.HYPB1)
MEA.NU := MEANUljBESSEl. \, ,:' u
WRITE(*.*" ." \\
I!
WRm(S: *) 'MEAN' ~N U UNITS ~~EAN(Ul)'" 't MEANU
l' ' 1\








o WRlTE("" *) , • ".~ S~~
WRn'E(8,100) '2ND MOMEN1' ABOUT ORIGIN \'\ VARUOR "
154
r !
WRfrE(8, *) , ;
C CALCULATING SECOND CENTRAL MOMENT IN U UNITS
VARU == VARUOR - (MEANt1)**2
WRITE(8,100) 'SECOND CENTRAL MOMENTS IN uUNITS =\ VARU
WR1TE(S, *) ; ,
C CALCULATING 3RD MOMENT ABOU1' THE ORIGIN(U3PRIM)
U3PRIM ,., 1NTEG(LOWER.UPPER,HYPB3)/B~~SSEL
WRrrE{*, >II) • ,
WRtrE(8,100) 1.3RDMOMENT ABOUT qRtGIN =0 " U3PRIM
1"\WRITE(B,*),' t
\,~,f
C CALCtJLATING 4TH MOMENT ABOUT THE.OR.IGIN(U3PRIM)
""
U4pruM * INTEG(LOWER)UPPER;llYPl34)/BESSE~
I,' '. 1"'" ~,
W1UTE(* '''') • ,
"'. o· "
WRITE(S,lOO)'4THMO~~Nr ABOUT ORIGIN =?J4PRIM




U3 ... U3PRIM • 3"'MEANU*VARUOR + 2*MEANlJ*MEANU~MEANU
o
\.:~















WRl't'E(8,100)' 4TH CENTRAL MOMENT ABOUT ORIGIN =', U4







C THIS m THE END OF THE MAIN PROGRAM
END

















M EXP(-V*X,.V2.O"'EXP(-B "'(EXP(l<) +EXP(-X»/2.0)
(,)














HYPB3= (X**3)*{EXP(V*X)·EXP(. V*X)l2.0*EXP(-B*(EXP(X) +EXP(-X»)/2.0)
RETURN
END




REAL -a X.V,B G
CO~lMQNV,B









RJ;!AL*8 FUNCTION INTEG(A, B, PUNe)
, REAL *8 AtB,H,ENDS,TWO,FOUR,OLOlN1','l'
INTEGER N,l \);
C INITIALIZE :;tHE INTERGRATION PROCESS
H ,. (B-A)/2.0
N~J
ENOS ;= FUNC(A) + PUNC(S)
TWO"" 0.0
FOUR = FUNC{A + H)





25 :H ",,:,H 12,0
N = 2*N
'tWO I=: TWO + FOUR
FOUR. ... 0.0
r=A+H
DO 26.1 = l,N




IN'l'EG = II/3.0 * (ENDS +2.0' * T\Va + 4.0,'*FOUR}
~11'E(*t"') "
WRl'IE(*,*) 'INTERGlwm VALUE Ail' THIS l1'!5'R.r\:Pf9N ... ',INTEG




Cr-IECKCONVERGEN6E FOR EXC~$SIVE NUMBER OF ITERAJ;IONS
" \ I ' (,
~ I
}FfA'SS(OLrnN1;;-INT}ZG).LT. 1.0E-20 AR. N .GT. 100(0)" RE"N


































d> \fm PROGRAM CALGULATESTHE 1,QCA'tION ANn so-LIS :PARAMETERSAND
C :r*rrSA THEORETICAL MODEL FOR THE LN·GIG DISTRIBTJTibN.r,' " " , , .' ' ',- , ji
C ,1'O'OBTJ:qr THE EXPECTED FRJiQU~NC!E~.TBE OUTPU r FEtOMTHIS
C PROGRAM SHOUl ••-b BE RUN IN PROGRAM 6
C IT ALSO C~Ct1lA:rES THE L~~~\IGMEAN \~~TIMA'rE;i'}\RIANCE AND '
",) , .' ,,'. ,','" ",~) ,~














CHAAACfER *80 OuTNI}.ME<, I,
\\
WRI1'E(*) *) '***J~t********o*********"'** '"***"'* *",*",***.,,,,,*,**~*.**"'** >I<
l\ " ' "
WRfrE("\*) "
WRITE(*,*)C,,,, THIS PROGRAM FITS A THEORETICAL
WRlTE(*,*l,:* MODEL AND ~LCUl.ATES TH,E MEAN
WRITE("'."') tilt ESTIMATE FqR THE ~orG):)I&TRUJurroN'.~" '"
WRI'tE(*.~) '* Ct
WRITE(*,*) ,Ilt \ \
e; WRlTE("',*) ,~MI~~G EN.9mEERUll;p DEPT.
"U ' ,
WRITE("', >1<) '* UNIy:ERSl1'Y OF THE WITWATERSRAND
WRITE("', >II) '''' '0a
WRITE{*, *) '11< _
W.RfI'E(*. *) ~*AUTHOR: W i\.ssibey·13onsu
~. ..... - - ,~ - - - " -- . - ,)')
WRlTE(*, *) '********,;**·"'*****~1******u",***",****",*u***otilli*$**",* ,










WRITEC",*) 'WHAT IS THE NAME OF THE OUTPUT FILE'
WRIl'E(*,*) , •
READ(*/(a80)') OUTNM1E
OPEN(8,file r.:: outname.status= 'new')
C INPUTING ORDERVALUE(V)
-> WRITE("',*) 'PLEASE SUPPLY VALUE FOR tf{f~WNESS PAItA-METER'




WRl'!Ee.~) 'PLEASe SVPPLY VAliYE FOR AR.OUMENT(l3)'




\\,' . "r:" '. 'c Flm~ THE INl'EGRAL OF COSH(VU)EXP(.13COSHU).-FOR MOD~ESEL FUNCrION










WmTE("'.*)\'()RDr~R l'If'.V, 'ARGUMENT ::,ot,S,'MODBESSm. =', BESSEL
\ c
1,\ WRITEJ$,*) }~ROER o=',V, "AR~VMENT .;,B,"'MOPBE$SEL =f; BESSEL
WR~~(O ill} 1)\\ '1.'"XJ.,it 0', i."/ \\
\
, C CALCUL'1'tN,P MEAN OF U ABOllT OlUGIN us U PRIME 1OF U






o WRITE(*, >1<) I:~.t




WRITE(8, *) , ,
c CALCULTING VARIANCE OF U ABOUT ORIGIN l.e U PRIME 1 OF U
\lARUOR == L~TEG(LOWm~,UPPER,HYl'132)/BESSEL
\YRrtE(* f*) ! !
WRITE(8,*) 'ORDER =',V, 'ARGUMENT ",,',B, 'MEAN(Ul) ==" VARUOR
WRITE(8, *) , ,
C CALCULATING SECOND CENTRAL MOMENT IN U UNITS
VARU ... VARUOR ~ (MEANU)**2
Q
WRITE(8,*) 'SECOND CENTRAL MOMENTS IN U UNITS ::;', YARO ,.
~RITE(8, *) , • o o
C READING MEAN AND VARIANCE OF THE L.OG OF GOLD VALUES
, /) 0





C CALCULATING SC'..ALE PARAMeTER S
s - SQRT(vARX/VARU)
"
WRITE(8, *) 'SCALEPARA¥ETER .',S
WRITa(8, *) t ,
C CALCUI.A"i~G LOCATION PARAMETER A
"
A '" MEANX· S"'MEANU




C CAll .•1)1ATING liNGIG MEAN ES'£lMATE FOR Cmg/t VALUES
(1







WRI'l'E(8,*) 'THE LNGIG E~hMATE =',EST
WRITE(8,*) " I \&,




VARZD "" l3ESEL! *BESEt!
VA;P..z '" (VARZN/VARZO ·l.O)*(EST*ES~)
WRI1'E(8,*) 'TIlE LNGIG ESTIMATE OF'VARIANCE OF (Cmg/t) =I,VARZ
WRITE(8, "') , ,
C (,)1LCULATlNG COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION OF Cmg!t VIA LNGIG
," COEFVA '" SQRT(VA:RZ/(ES1'*ES:T»)
WRlTE(8,oi') 'TH~ tNGtQ'ESTIl\i}\l'E OF COEFF. OF VARIATION ",,',COEFVA
o
C CALCULATING FINAL ESTItvrATEFORTHE ORDINATES OF THE DISTRIBUTION
\),
~ _ 5






C l~S,(NG A. DO LOOP TO CAL<-:UU1'E SERIES OF ARGUMENT VAb-UES (IU)
WRITE(8, *) • ,
WRITE(8,700)





WRITE(*,*) 'SUPPLY THE INITIAL X (X "" LOGe(z» VALUE AND.THE T01~AL
2 NUMBER OF 'X CLASSES(10 x NT1MBER OF' CLASSES),
RFAP(*,'~) IN,KK
C OBtAIN ORIGINAL VAl,UE FOR ORDER
V ::0 V~2.0*S
<::\
DO 500 1 '" 1,KK
o
X ... IN + O.l25*FLOAT(t.l)
:81,., (X-A)/S
c
C :I{F..ADlNGORIGINALV (I.E ORDER) VALUE FOR THE DISTRI:!3UrrON
C FUNCtION
ORD1,.; EXP(V"'Bl)"'EXP(.}3 *'(EXP(B1) +EXP(~Bl»/2.0)
ORO ... COE:FF*ORD1,
C WRll'E(*,"} 'CORDlNATEI,(':'JF THE DISTRIBUTION FiJNCTIOIJ=',ORD









































!I·lIS IS 'fHE FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM TH~ INT~~GRATES THE\ARBlTk'A~Y'\
FUNCTION ~ if . _ \ l
ReAL,g FUNCTION lNTEG(A, B. FUNC) i~, ,/' ~.~';V
Z\ RF"Al,*8A.B,H,ENDS,TWO,ifOUR,OtDINT.T I)
INTEc:niF.l't,I




ErQDS FUNC(A) + FUNe(S)
TWO 0.0
FOUR", FUNC(A + H)




25 ;H l:) H /~o ",
l't == Z*N "
TWO "" TWO + FOUR
FOUR"" 0.0
'l'=A+H
DO 20 r == 1, N
FOtJR =: FOUR.,. FUNe(!)
26 T='r+H+H
INTEG ... H /3.0 ~ (ENDS +2.0 * TWO + 4.0 '" FOUR)
MUTE(*, *) : '!! "',
..WRITE(,\iII) ~lNTERORAND VALUE AT TIDS ItERATION == ',INTEG ,
" t'." .. '
WR~,E(Jf<t>1<) 'TOTAL NUMBER OF DIVIsrON "" " N
(:::::.:::::=;.'
c C:t:mCK CONvERGENCE FOR EXCESSIVE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS'o
















, = . fl
C CALCULATING EX'1'ECTED FREQ. FOR 3·PARAMETERLOG. OIStR. & EStIMATE
C USING TlIENORMAL 01)1'R. FUNCtlON AFTER LOG. TRANSFORMATION
C THE MgaN,PSTI~:rn$~4rRE GIVEN QNLY FOR LARGE N





WRITE('" It·,. '~~"'''''''<IflIl*",*",*'''******'''*iI!'''** II'**"'**","'**********'~'" 11''1<11'***'"• , J
c WRn'E("',*) '*
WRIT~(*,"") '* THIS PROGRAM FIts A THEORETICAL MODEL FOR
WRlTE("',*) .'"
WRITE("':) "k THE 2 OR 3,PARAMETER LOGNORMAL
WRITE(",*) 'Ii d~STRIBUTI01i
,~ITE{*,*)'* \ o
i' ,\, , \'{\
WRm(~)*) '*MINlN(=-~GIN'EE~G DEPt. "
wRtmt'\*) '* UNIV~RstTYOF nit WIT2,YATERSRANQ\
WRlTE(* ,":P* 0 ~
WRlTEe: "') ,* ))
~(*,*»);~ A'~;rrHbR: W Assibey.Rons)~
I)





























C INPutrNG BE'tA MEAN AND VARIANCE OF'X = LOG(Z+B)
WRlTE{',*) ;PLEAsE SUPPLY BETA VALUE',




C CALCTJ1ATING MEAN Es~rMATE FOR Cn1g/t VALUES
EST", EXP(MEANX+VARX/2) - ~ETA
W:RITE(8,*)'THE 3-PARMETER M~N ESTIMATE =',EST
wnITE(8, *) • ,
C CALCULATblG VARIANCE OF Z.vALUES VV\ 3·PAR
VMZ ""(MEANX +13E'fA)**2)*(EXP(VARX)-1.0)










~I ,. 3.:t4159265358979$~46u c
'~\ - __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ ." _ _ __ . ~_ _ _ _ _ _ '1\











WR~(",) ,ooemOENT..0 OP.7.E DISTRIBUTION f1JNcr~ON='.CbEFF C)










wrutE(*fl'') 'SUPPLY THE INITIAL X (X '" L(';Oe(z») VALUE AND THE TOTAL
2 NUMBER OF X CLASSES(10 x TOTAL NUMMBER OF OF CLASSES)'
READ(*,*) IN,KK
DO 500 1 ". 1,KK
X"" IN + O.12.5*FLOAT(J.;l)
U .. (X~MEANX)/STDEV

















C PROGRAM FOR CHI-SQUARE CALCULATION AND GOODNESS OF FIT TEST
C IN!:'UT FILE saOULD CONTAIN O:a_s,ERVEb AND EXPECTED FREQUENCIES
C RESPEctIVELY.











WRITE(*,*) '. PROGRAM FOR CHI-SQUARE CALCULATION
WRITE(*,*) '* AND GOODNESS OF,Ftl' TEST
WBITE(:*, *) ''II
a
WRltt("')!II) '* , 0
WRttE(* t*) .'" MINING ENGft-JEERING DEPT.
















WRFrE(*,*) 'PLEASE SUPPLYoTHE NAM1~OF THE INPUT ~rLE'
WRITE(* ~*) , ,
READ(''','(a80y) lNNAME
,QPEN(lO,file ~lNNAME,status .. 'OLP')
WRITE(*/) 'PLEASE s~rpPLYTHE NAME OF THE OUTPUT F~




C CALCUl.ATIN OF c:m-SQUARE VALUE
,'i
WRITE("',*) 'PLEASE SUPPLYTHE TOTAL NUMBER OF CELLS',




10 PO 20 I ". 1,N
READ(10,*) OBS(I), EXP(I)
CALCHlSQ "" CALC:arSQ + (OBS(I)·EXP(I»"'*2/BXP(I)
20 CONTINUE
WRITE(*,*) 'TH£WALUB Of' CH1.·SQUARE=', (,ALCHlSQ
\ . . ,.. 0
WRl1'E(8,"') 'THE ~UE OF CHI·SQUARE :::';''CALCHISQ
\ 'c
C FIND tlllllNtEG~OF CHl;SQUARE P1ST. FUNCTION
WRrtE(~,*) '~~EASESU\rLY :NUi\1rIER OF ~)EGREE OF FREEDOM'
,,~fRlTE(*,*) ,,\\ \\" " " !:
\.\\ REAl)(*~~) DOREE \
'\ ~ns;v~O=:SQ \\
'\\ \ "
\~ l;'SUPPLYlNO LOWER AND UP~R BOUt~D~RY VALUES FOR
2< \m-SQUARE DISTRIBUTION ~~ON(LOWER *' \('LCULATED"Cf.U.SQUARE
C V'ALUE,UPPER c INFlNlTY••A BI~ALUE' ".
WRn'E(1II *) " \
. . .. \











, WRITE(8, *) , ~




WRITE(S, *) • •
WRITE(S,>Co) • TI1:EPROBABILl'tY NAUJ~ OF THE Cal-SQUARE TEST'
WRITE{S, *) , )
WlUTE{8, *}'P(CHrl.SQUARE >,.. CHISQ) ;:',ALPHA




WlUm(lII,*) 'OOOD BY-Em HOPE YOUR TEST fITS'
STOP
(;;:".y'" , ••~ "




'\. " " \)\i "
C\ THIS IS A FUNcnON SUBPROGRAM THAT lNTERGRA'rES GAM}4A "
C \\-ifUNCl'ION(X>O) Ii (.l 0 .... _,r;~}






















C THlS!S THE FUNCTlQN SUBPROGRAM THA.T IN1"ERGRAl'ES TH~ ARBITRARY
C FUNC'1'ION
~~
REAL~8 fUNCTION INTJ?;<7(A,s, ~C), .
REt\1,'f:g A,B,H.ENDS,'rWO,FOUR,OLDINT;r
ow··) .. ' . '
~\'IN'£EGER Nil r:
~~,<_ ,
-a C INIT~ZE THE IN'I'ERGRATION ]?ROCESS
.•H ;.:(B-A1~2'O ~ (\o
N ...1 ~
[j ENOS .. ro~A) FtTNC(l3) .










. TWO .~ TW9 + FOUR "
\\fOt1R ... 0.0 \ ,>
T=I\+H \.
DO 26 yo .. 1, N
l';OUR", FOUR .f- fjUNC(T)
W T"T+H~H ~
IN'!'EG;;:H/3.0* (ENDS+z~~O + 4.0'" FOUR)
o .:) ~-,-.......:» . ". ':> .{) ;(;')
172
WRITE(*, *) ; •
WRI'fE(*,~) 'IN'I'ERGRAND VALUE AT THIS ITERATION = '.,INTEG
WRITE(*,*} 'TOTAL NUMBER OF DIVISION
C CHECK CONVERGENCE FOR EXCE~SIVE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS























C PROGRAM FOR CALCULATION OF CUMULATIVE FREQUENCIES FOR
C KOLMOGOROV-SMl1tNOV TEST






WRITE(''\*) '* PROGRAM FOR CUMULATIVE FREQUENCIES *,
WRITE(*,*) "II ONE·SAMPl.E KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV TEST *'
WRITE(I(t,*) '* OF GOODNESS OF FIT *'
WRITE("',*) '*
WRITE(*;*) >* MINING ENGINEERING DEPT. \ .' r
", i>.







AUTHOR: W Assibey.Bonsu *'
:WRITE("', *) '*~~*'***"'*"'****'I"I<******'I..to*...I(t..."'I(t*"'** ..."'*'" *** 11"11**
WR1TE(*, *) t,












C READING TOTAL NUMBER OF VALUES IN tHE INPUT FILE






212 FOR:tvtAT(9X?OBS. J:."REQ'8X/(lBS. CUM FREQ.'7X, "
&'EXP. FREQ.'10X,'EXP~. CUM FREQ.')"
DO 200 I "" 1, N'
~~~~;:~::~6~~::~~~+ F~~N(N) '\
CUMFREQ = CUMFREQ' + FREQ(n) ))
WRITE("',*) FREQN(N),CUMFREQN,FREQ{n)~ CUMF.REQ ,

























C PR.OGRAIvf: FOR ONE SAMPLE KOLMOGOROV·SMIRNOV TEST OF GOODNESS
C OF FIT
C INPUT FROM PROGRAM 11; QBSERVED AND EXPECTED CUMULATIVE
C FREQUENCIES RESPE(.'TIVELY
REAL*8 CFreq(500),CFltEQN(500). DIF(SOO),DIFF(500),GTAI3S,DN,RNDi,t.
REAL*8 CUMN(500), CU,~(500) '(\~;





WRITE(*,"') .'" PROGRAM FOR ONE.SAMPLE. KOLMOGOROV~SMIR.NOV






WRITE(*,t) '* U1'41VERSltY OF tHE WITWATERSRAND
o 0
WRlTE(*,"')}:
WRITE("',"'}" AtliaOR.: W Assibey.Bonsu
~ '"







WRI11$(;.*) ~T IS THE ~~!~~O'TFILENAME'
,.\\ .-.,~,~;..(I
CJ
WR1TE(* .ll<) , I 0
RE.AJ:'I(*/(a80)') INNAMEi. \)
OPEN(10, FILE"" INNAME, S1'"ATUSt,='OLD')
o 0 .. ~




QPEN(8, FILE =' OUTNAME, StA.'fYS;:'NEW')
iii" \\
READING TOTAL NUMB1:!R QF SAMPLES(TOTAL EXPECTED FREQUENCY)
\¥RI1'E(*,"') 'WHAT IS l'HE TOTAL NUMBER OF·SAMPlf.€S'7il







111 FORlvfAT(2X,'OnS. % CUM. FREQ.',3X,'EXP. % CUM. FREQ.',14X, 'DIFF:)
C READING THE FIRST CUM. FREQ. DIFF. TO HELP TO GET MAX. ABS.
C DIFFERENCE








IF(r.EQ. 1) GO TO [.qoo
100 CQ1'IT1NU;E (l!) (I, a
.~ ('r
PtITTlNG FIRST %'CUM ~Q. IN G1~:aS;_:..
222
c
200 GTABS "" DlF(I)
M*1 -D "
"," /-1
• 0 .. " 1 .)]..
COJ:'c'TiNUn~G WITH THERE~~~G DIFFEREN~~E ES1\iMAlES
READING TOTAL NUMBER OF VAVJiS''lN THE INPUT FIL.at', --- '- - - '. /,; J:::)
c;C\ Ii ' ,1\ . (/
\'( ," 0
WRlTE(*l) 'WHAT IS THE TOTALNUM'E~ OF VAtUE.,,)·IN'THE INPUT FiLE'
REA.DC.,#) ~1 ;' ,;0 / .'J














C WRITING THE MAX. ABSOLUTE DlFF.
"wRlT-EC8, *) ; ,
WRlTE(8/') 'MAXIMUM ABSOLUTE CUM. DEVlATTON '" ',G~A]3S
WRn'E(8, *) , ,
WRlTE(8, *) , ,
c
C OBTAINING AcrUAL PROJ3ABILlTY(DIVIDE BY 100.0)
i) DN .:::OTABS/1OO.O





" WRlTE(8, *) , I
'\\~II C COMPARlrrG DN*SQRT(:N)Wt \'fHAT OF TABLF,s AT 5% LEVEL(VA~PE=: 1.358)
~\ ' '
IF(RNDN .LT. 1.358) OO"TO 400
vVRlTE(8,*) 'REJECT THE HYPOTHESlS THAT THEPDlSTRIBUTION IS f(x)\
,)1.'
&! AT 5% LEVEL OF PROBABILlTY'
wRrI'E("',> w;J,v~~crTHE aYP9THESIS TI,IA:'T THE.'OrS'TRIBtrrxON IS f(x)'. o
,&.t AT 5% LEVE ,J F PROBABILITY'~ . ~ ...~
00'1'0500 '):0
,400 WRITE(S,"') '~9CEPT 'taB HYPOTHESIS THA.T THE I.)ISTRIBUiJ'iON IS f(x)',
&' AT 5% LE'.VELOF PROBABILITY:' ,:;"
WR11'E(*, *) 'ACCEPT mEHYPOTHt:sIS THAT T~E PIS;huatJ'rION~I~\:f{X)~'
, " ~~









END ",) .. 11
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